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ABSTRACT           
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Master of Science Thesis 
June 2011 
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Energy consumption is one of the great measures of progress and welfare of society . 
The concept of "energy crisis" occurs when energy sources from which people supply 
are exhausted. An economic model like the actual, whose operation depends on 
continued growth, also requires a growing demand for energy. As sources of fossil and 
nuclear energy are finite, it is inevitable that at some point the application cannot be 
supplied and the whole system collapses, unless new methods of energy are discovered 
and developed: these would be alternative or renewable energies.  
For all these reasons, large companies and major institutions are devoting efforts in re-
search and development the so-called renewable energy which are naturally replenished. 
Although some of these energies are still under development, others can be found today 
in fields such as transport fuels, power generation, heating systems... 
One of these energies is the solar energy. Solar energy, radiant light and heat from the 
sun, has been harnessed by humans since ancient times using a range of ever-evolving 
technologies. One of the most common uses of solar energy is the solar thermal energy 
a technology for harnessing solar energy for thermal energy (heat) using solar thermal 
collectors. 
Along this document, the use of solar thermal energy will be studied and analyzed in a 
specific case; a heating water system in an apartment building in Madrid (Spain). To 
this end, based on the amount of energy needed to meet consumption, the system will be 
sized, including the number of collectors, connections, the heat exchangers and all the 
elements needed. 
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TERMS AND DEFINITIONS 
AMBIENTAL PARAMETERS 
Solar radiation: the energy from the sun in the form of electromagnetic waves. 
Direct solar radiation: solar radiation incident on a plane, from a small solid angle 
centered on the solar disk. 
Hemispheric solar radiation: solar radiation incident on a flat surface, received from a 
solid angle of 2.sr (the hemisphere located above the surface). It is necessary to specify 
the inclination and azimuth of the receiving surface. 
Diffuse solar radiation: solar radiation hemispheric less direct solar radiation. 
Global solar radiation: hemispheric solar radiation received at horizontal surface. 
Solar irradiance (H): radiant power incident per unit area on a given plane [W/ m
2
] . 
Direct solar irradiance: the quotient of the radiant flux received on a given surface, 
from a small solid angle centered on the solar disk, and the area of that surface. If the 
plane is perpendicular to the axis of the solid angle, the solar irradiance received is 
called directly normal [W/ m
2
]. 
Diffuse solar irradiance: solar irradiance of diffuse radiation on a flat receiving sur-
face. It is necessary to specify the inclination and azimuth of the receiving surface. 
Reflected solar irradiance: the radiation per time and area that reaches a surface from 
the reflection of solar radiation on the ground and other objects. 
Irradiation (I): incident energy per unit area on a given plane, obtained by integration 
of irradiance over a time interval, usually an hour or a day [MJ/m
2
 or kWh/m
2
]. 
Ambient air: air (both indoor and outdoor) that involves thermal energy storage, a solar 
collector or any object. 
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Peak sun hours (PSH): it is the equivalent number of hours per day when solar 
irradiance averages 1 kW/m
2
. For example, six peak sun hours means that the energy 
received during total daylight hours equals the energy that would have been received 
had the irradiance for six hours been 1 kW/m
2
. 
INSTALLATION PARAMETERS 
Open installations: the primary circuit is connected permanently to the atmosphere. 
Indoor installations: the primary circuit has no direct communication with the atmos-
phere. 
Direct system installations: the heat transfer fluid is the consumption water that passes 
through the sensors. 
Indirect system installations: the heat transfer fluid is kept in a separate circuit, no 
communication with the load circuit. 
Thermosyphon installations: the heat transfer fluid circulates by free convection. 
Forced circulation installation: installation equipped with devices that cause the 
forced circulation of the working fluid. 
Primary circuit: circuit which includes the collectors and pipes that connect them, 
where fluid collects solar energy and transmit it. 
Secondary circuit: circuit which collects the energy transferred from the primary cir-
cuit to the consumption water. 
Consumption circuit: circuit which water consumption flow by. 
Precast solar energy system: a solar energy system whose purposes is preparing hot 
water. The system consists of either an integrated set or a uniform set of components 
and configurations. It is normally used when the conditions that uniform and commer-
cially, the system is sold as a single product. Serial connected auxiliary power systems 
are not considered part of the system. 
Compact system: precast solar energy system whose elements are assembled as a sin-
gle unit; although, physically, they can be differentiated.  
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Party system: precast solar energy system whose elements (collector and accumulator) 
are physically separated from each other. 
Integrated system: precast solar energy system whose main elements (collector and 
accumulator) are a single component and it is not possible to distinguish them. 
COLLECTORS 
Solar thermal collector: A device designed to absorb solar radiation and transmit 
thermal energy to a fluid that flows through it. 
Solar collector with liquid fluid: solar collector that uses liquid as working fluid. 
Solar collector with air: solar collector that uses air as working fluid. 
Flat solar collector: solar collector absorber without concentration devices which is a 
flat surface. 
Collector without cover: solar collector without cover over the absorber. 
Concentration sensor: solar sensor that uses reflectors, lenses or other optical elements 
to redirect and concentrate the solar radiation in a small surface. 
Vacuum sensor: sensor with vacuum in the space between absorber and cover. 
Vacuum tube collector: vacuum sensor that uses a transparent tube (usually glass) with 
vacuum between tube wall and the absorber. 
Cover: A transparent (or translucent) element that covers the absorber to reduce heat 
loses and protects it. 
Absorber: a sensor component whose function is to absorb solar radiant energy and 
transfer it as heat to a fluid. 
Absorbing plate: absorber whose surface is a plane surface. 
Opening: surface where unconcentrated solar radiation is admitted to the sensor. 
Opening area: maximum plane projection of the collector surface that is transparent to 
unconcentrated incident solar radiation. 
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Total area: maximum area projected by the sensor, excluding any form of support and 
the tubes exposed. 
Heat transfer fluid or working fluid: the fluid is responsible for collecting and trans-
mitting the energy captured by the absorber. 
Frame: is the element that forms the outer surface of the collector; it holds the cover 
and contains and protects the other components of the collector. 
Insulating materials: those materials with low thermal conductivity, whose employ-
ment in the solar collector are designed to reduce heat losses through the back and sides. 
Cover gasket: is an element whose function is to ensure the tightness of the cover-
frame linkage. 
Stationary temperature in the collector: It is the maximum fluid temperature when 
the sensor is exposed to high levels of radiation and temperature and wind speed is null, 
there is no movement in the collector and reached stationary conditions. 
OTHER DEVICES 
Heat exchanger: a device which produces energy transfer from the primary circuit to 
the secondary circuit. 
Solar deposit or solar tank: tank which collects the water heated by solar energy. 
Expansion tank: a device which can absorb changes in volume and pressure in a closed 
circuit caused by changes in temperature of the circulating fluid. It can be opened or 
closed when needed. 
Circulation pumps: electromechanical device that produces the forced circulation of 
fluid through the circuit. 
Air purger: a device that allows the exit of air accumulated in the circuit. It can be ma-
nual or automatic. 
Safety valve: a device that limits the maximum pressure in the circuit. 
Non return valve: a device that prevents fluid flow in one direction. 
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Temperature differential controller: electronic device that commands various elec-
trical components of the system (pumps, valves, etc.) depending mainly on the tempera-
tures in any part of the system. 
Safety thermostat: a device used to detect the maximum allowable temperature of the 
heat transfer fluid in any point of the system. 
Frost Controller: a device that prevents the freezing of the working fluid. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
During the following project, it will be studied and designed a water heating system 
using solar energy in a flat building in Madrid (Spain). 
The goal of the project is threefold; firstly and foremost, it is the technologic goal where 
the system, all its components and its working principle will be calculated and designed. 
The second goal is the economic study of the system and its potential profitability. And 
finally, the third goal is the analysis of the environmental benefits that would occur with 
the construction of the heating system. 
With these objectives is necessary to know and calculate the following parameters: 
-  Meteorological data (outside temperatures and solar radiation). 
- Consumption and domestic hot water required. 
- Current heating installation (energy source used, heating and storage systems and heat 
exchangers). 
- Proposal solar installation (solar collectors, solar primary circuit, heat exchangers, 
secondary circuit, and storage systems). 
- Location of the solar installation. 
- Energy balance (total energy demand, monthly and annual basis and the calculation of 
the contributions of solar origin that can be achieved). 
- Economic balance (solar installation cost, annual savings and repayment terms). 
- Proposed scheme with the solar energy system. 
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2. THEORICAL BACKGROUND 
During last decades, energy consumption has increased significantly. Despite advances 
in efficiency and sustainability, of all the energy harnessed since the industrial revolu-
tion, more than half has been consumed in the last two decades [F2.1].  This fact is pri-
marily the result of global increases in the standard of living and of the increase in 
world population. 
 
Figure 2.1: Rates of world energy usage in terawatts (TW) 1965-2005 
However, the natural resources of the traditional ways of energy (e.g. coal, gas, oil) are 
finite and some of them are supposed to be extinguished in the current century. In addi-
tion, the excessive consumption of conventional energy brings problems such as gradual 
pollution, global warming and the drilling of the ozone layer. For these reasons, the so-
called renewable energies are becoming more important. Some of these energies (first 
generation technologies), as biomass or geothermal, have been used for more than one 
century but in these cases, the natural resources are also finite. Some other ways of 
energy (second generation technologies) are market-ready and are being deployed at the 
present time; they include solar energy, wind energy or bioenergy. There is also a third 
generation technology that includes biomass gasification or ocean energy but it still re-
quires a hard research and development effort in order to make it economically sustain-
able. 
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As mentioned, one of the so-called second generation technologies is the solar energy.  
It refers primarily to the use of solar radiation for practical ends. However, all renewa-
ble energies, other than geothermal and tidal, derive their energy from the sun.  
The Sun is almost perfectly spherical and consists of hot plasma interwoven with mag-
netic fields. It has a diameter of about 1,392,000 km, about 109 times that of Earth and 
the mean distance of the Sun from the Earth is approximately 149.6 million kilometers, 
though the distance varies as the Earth moves from perihelion in January to aphelion in 
July. [1] 
The Sun radiant energy is distributed according to a fictitious sphere whose center is the 
Sun and whose radius grows at the same speed as the radiation itself. Therefore, the 
intensity at a point of the spherical surface, the solar energy distributed over a growing 
area, will be much smaller the larger the radius of such sphere.  
The Sun behaves almost like a black body which emits energy according to Planck's law 
at a temperature of 6000 K. Solar radiation ranges from infrared to ultraviolet. The scale 
that measures the solar radiation that reaches the Earth is the irradiance, which measures 
the energy per unit time and area [W / m²]. The estimated value of this intensity at a 
distance that is our planet from the Sun is 1367 W/m
2
 (solar constant). As mentioned, 
the orbit of the Earth is not circular but elliptical, so the solar constant varies slightly 
depending on the point of the orbit the Earth is. [1] 
Not all the Sun radiation reaches the Earth's surface [F2.2], because the shorter ultravio-
let wavelengths are absorbed by gases in the atmosphere, mainly by ozone. On the other 
hand, although the radiation moves in a straight line, the photons undergo diffusion and 
dispersion when they reach the atmosphere. This diffused radiation also reaches the 
surface coming from the whole sky due to the mentioned changes of direction by the 
atmosphere. This radiation is known as diffuse radiation. For the sun energy case, it is 
necessary to consider the sum of diffuse radiation and direct radiation, forming the total 
radiation. The diffuse radiation is about one third of the total radiation is received dur-
ing the year. 
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Figure 2.2: Average power diagram 
Irradiation, E, is the amount of radiant energy that reaches a given area at a given time. 
Radiant intensity, I, is the incident energy per unit time and area. The relationship be-
tween them, therefore, is I = E /(S ∙ t), where S is the surface where the radiation in-
cides. 
On the other hand, to design solar facilities, data on a horizontal surface should be con-
verted in data on an in data on an inclined surface for both the direct component of 
radiation and the diffuse component. 
Assuming that the sun shines uniformly, so the distribution throughout the day is equal, 
and adopting a standard curve of radiation to the direct irradiance, that relates the direct 
normal irradiance with solar zenith height, it is possible estimate the relationship 
between monthly direct radiation on a sloping surface and the corresponding monthly 
average direct radiation on a horizontal plane [Appendix A]. 
The total radiation on an inclined surface including the albedo (the fraction of incident 
energy diffused by a luminous body) is: 
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-        is the radiation on an inclined surface at an angle    . 
-      is the diffused radiation from the sky to a inclined surface at an angle   . 
-  
 
 is the relationship  
 
 between the radiation on the inclined surface and the 
radiation on the horizontal surface      . 
-       is the radiation on an horizontal surface. 
-    is the angle that the surface is inclined. 
-   is the reflectivity. 
 
2.1 Solar Technology 
The solar energy goal is to maximize the physical effects of radiation, using the proper 
capture devices to obtain energy in the form that is required for every need. 
Currently, the solar energy is used, among other ones, in the next applications: water 
heating, electric power generation, cooling, distillation, desalination, solar ovens, eva-
porating, air conditioning, drying, transporting… All these applications have been de-
veloped but not all of them can be used for commercial purposes due to the high cost 
involved compared with the use of conventional energies.   
Among the commercial uses of solar energy, the most important are electric power gen-
eration and water heating. 
Sun energy can be transformed into electricity, either directly using photovoltaic, or 
indirectly using concentrated solar power. Photovoltaics (PV) convert solar radiation 
into direct current electricity using semiconductors that exhibit the photovoltaic effect. 
Photovoltaic power generation employs solar panels composed of cells that contain a 
photovoltaic material (monocrystalline silicon, amorphous silicon or cadmium tellu-
ride). Concentrated solar power (CSP) systems use lenses or mirrors and tracking sys-
tems to focus a large area of sunlight into a small beam. The concentrated heat is then 
used as a heat source for a conventional power plant. 
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2.2 Water Heating System Theory 
Heating water is the application that best fits the use of solar energy due to the range of 
temperatures that are needed to achieve (40 - 60 °C) is the range with the greatest effi-
ciency of solar energy collectors. It is also a need that must be satisfied during the 
twelve months of the year, so that investment in the system is paid off more quickly 
than in the case of seasonal applications, such as winter heating, or heating swimming 
pools in summer. 
In low geographical latitudes (below 40 degrees) from 60 to 70% of the domestic hot 
water use with temperatures up to 60 °C can be provided by solar heating system [6]. 
This technology use solar thermal collectors to collect heat by absorbing sun radiation 
[F2.3]. Sunlight strikes and heats a surface within a solar collector or a storage tank. 
Either a heat-transfer fluid or the actual potable water to be used flows through tubes 
attached to the absorber and picks up the heat from it. 
The heated water is stored in a separate preheat tank or a conventional water heater tank 
until needed [F2.3]. If additional heat is needed, it is provided by electricity or fossil-
fuel energy by the conventional water-heating system. 
 
Figure 2.3: Solar water heating 
All solar water heating system use the same basic method for capturing and transferring 
solar energy, but they do so with three specific technologies (low, medium and high 
temperature collector) using different collectors and systems. The distinctions are im-
portant due to different water heating needs in various locations. Different types of col-
lectors and systems, materials and components are used depending on the expected op-
erating temperature range. 
Low temperature collectors are used primarily for heating systems and water heating. 
They are included in a system that can be designed with a wide range of variants but all 
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of them are a combination of the same elements (mainly collector and accumulator), by 
forming a set or independently. 
When developing a regular water heating system, firstly, it is necessary to provide the 
system a sufficient number of collectors to capture the energy, choosing the suitable 
location and inclination to exploit the maximum amount of solar energy available each 
month. It is also necessary to set the capture of that energy to transform it into useful 
energy.  So, the temperature in the collectors and accumulator is continuously measured 
and compared; and automatic mechanisms in the primary circuit established fluid flow 
when necessary, depending on whether or not there is an increase energy earnings. To 
achieve this goal, it is necessary to introduce the concept of regulation difference, which 
will be discussed later. 
Even though most of systems have a support energy system, it is important to consume 
firstly solar energy, so the storage system should work so as to promote the priority use 
of solar energy instead of the auxiliary for maximum saving of conventional energy and, 
therefore, economic. Sometimes this is not compatible with certain system designs in 
which the system will work improperly, causing a poor performance. So, it is necessary 
to develop the system choosing the proper devices to achieve the required goals (ener-
getic, economic, pollution…). 
 
2.3 Water Heating System Elements 
In regular water heating system can be distinguished the following elements [8]: 
2.3.1 Capture elements  
It is responsible for capturing the incident solar energy and transforms it into heat ener-
gy. It consists of collectors, their fixing elements and other accessories.  
Before reviewing the design and the different types of collectors, it is necessary to ana-
lyze their operation and how solar radiation is used within the collector, specifically in a 
flat plate collector. 
A body exposed to the sun receives an energy flow (E), under whose effect the body 
gets hot. At the same time, the body loses energy (El) due to radiation, convection and 
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conduction with the environment. When heat losses are equal to the incident energy 
flow, the body reaches the temperature of equilibrium (t
o
e) [7][22]: 
E = El             [2.2] 
If some energy is drawn of the body to use it as useful energy (Eu), then the lost energy 
decreases and the balance is reached when: 
E = El + Eu            [2.3] 
In this case, the body has become a solar thermal collector. 
There are two options to increase Eu : either increase the incident energy or reduce heat 
losses. The first option involves improving the design and construction of the collector 
in order to reduce losses. In the second case the system is modified to concentrate the 
incident energy on a smaller surface; the smaller the area, the higher intensity. This sys-
tem is called collectors of concentration. 
Another factor to consider is that the greater the difference between the working tem-
perature and environment temperature, the greater also the heat losses and, therefore, 
lower the useful energy that can be used. So the efficiency decreases when the working 
temperature increases. As a high efficiency is required, collectors should work at the 
lowest temperature that allows the system works, at least, at the minimum temperature 
required. 
When some radiation reaches any body, it can be either totally or partially absorbed, 
reflected or can pass through the body. The radiation that is absorbed by the body caus-
es it to warm up and it emits radiation with a wavelength that depends on the tempera-
ture that the body is. 
As most solar radiation is between 0.3 and 2.4 m; it could pass through a transparent 
glass that is usually an element of a flat plate collector. Although, in a transparent glass, 
a small part of radiation is reflected and another small part is absorbed, it is consider as 
opaque body. After passing through the glass, the radiation reaches the surface of the 
absorber, which is heated and emits radiation as with a wavelength roughly between 4.5 
and 7.2 m. 
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The radiation emitted by the absorber is reflected in a small percentage of the inner sur-
face of the glass, and the rest will be absorbed by itself, so its temperature rises and it 
begins to emit radiation that is equally divided to the outside and inside the collector, 
thus contributing to an increase in the temperature of the absorber surface, this pheno-
menon is called greenhouse effect [F2.4]. 
 
Figure 2.4: Illustration of the greenhouse effect within the collector and its elements 
The external plastic cover is not only the cause of the greenhouse effect but reduces heat 
transfer by convection between the absorber and the external environment; reducing the 
losses considerably. 
If there was not any fluid inside the absorber, its temperature would increase gradually 
and losses by conduction, convection and radiation would also rise, because they in-
crease when the temperature increase. Finally, as previous mentioned, the absorber 
would reach the equilibrium temperature. 
On the other hand, if a heat transfer fluid circulates through the interior of the collector, 
entering through a hole and going out through another, the temperature of the fluid 
would increase due to the stored energy in the absorber. If the fluid is at stationary con-
ditions, it would reach at new equilibrium temperature that is called dynamic equili-
brium temperature. This temperature is obviously lower than the static equilibrium one. 
The maximum temperature that a collector can reach is the static equilibrium tempera-
ture. It is very important when designing the system because it will be the temperature 
of the system when it is not working, and because the theoretical maximum use temper-
ature is always lower than the temperature static equilibrium. 
After analyzing the performance of the collector, it is important to analyze the power 
balance that occurs in during its operation. 
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For studying the operation of a collector, it is important to consider it as stationary col-
lector that receives solar radiation uniformly and constantly and a heat transfer fluid that 
flow through the collector entering a temperature and leaving it at a higher temperature, 
due to the absorption of some energy when it circulates through the conduits of the ab-
sorber. Therefore, the power balance of the collector is: 
QT = QU + QL             [2.4] 
- QT is the total incident power. 
- QU is the useful power, the power that is transfer to the heat transfer flu-
id. 
- QL is the power lost by dissipation. 
Total incident power (QT) is the radiation that reaches the surface, but if there is a trans-
parent cover, its transmittance () must be taken into account, because only a part of the 
radiation pass through it, and also the absorption coefficient () of the absorber plate. 
QT = I  S         [2.5] 
- I is the total incident radiation on the collector per area (W/m2). 
- S is the collector area (m2). 
-  is the transmittance of the transparent cover. 
-  is the observance of the absorber plate. 
The calculation of the lost power by dissipation to the outside is more complex because 
it is produced simultaneously by the conduction, convection, and radiation losses. To 
simplify this fact, it is used the so-called overall heat transfer coefficient, U, which is 
measured experimentally and its value is given by the producer. The lost power is also 
proportional to the difference between the average temperature of the absorber plate and 
the environment. 
QL = A  U  (tc
o
 –  ta
o
)         [2.6] 
- A is the area of the collector (m2). 
- U is the overall loss coefficient (W/m2 ∙ °C). 
- tc
o
 is the average temperature of the absorber plate (°C). 
- ta
o
 is the ambiental temperature (°C). 
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Therefore, the initial power balance equation is as follows: 
QU = A  [I   (  )eff - U  (tc
o
 –  ta
o
)]            [2.7] 
The average temperature of the absorber plate cannot be calculated in a simple way, it 
has to be measured it directly by a series of sensors placed on it. On the other hand, as 
mentioned, it can be known with sufficient accuracy the average fluid temperature; a 
very simple way is to find the average temperature of the fluid at the entrance and exit 
of the collector. 
If the absorber plate and tubes which flows the heat transfer fluid through had an infi-
nite thermal conductivity factor, then the fluid and plate temperatures would be equal, 
but this really never happens and not all the heat absorbed in the absorbing surface 
passes the fluid to become useful heat energy. So, it is necessary to take into account a 
correction factor, called factor of efficiency or heat transfer coefficient (FR) which is 
always less than 1.  Using this factor the temperature of the fluid absorber plate may be 
replaced by the temperature of the absorber plate. This factor is practically independent 
of the intensity of the incident radiation, but is a function of the fluid flow and the col-
lector characteristics (material, thickness, distance between tubes...). 
QU = FR  A  [I   (  )eff - U  (tc
o
 –  ta
o
)]                  [2.8] 
And applying the Bliss equation: 
QU = A  [FR  I   (  )eff – UL  (tc
o
 –  ta
o
)]          [2.9] 
The value of the collector efficiency may be calculated using the previous results as: 
 = QU / A  I         [2.10] 
 = FR  (  )eff – UL  [(tm
o
 –  ta
o
) / I]           [2.11] 
In practice, (  )eff and UL may be consider as constants and the efficiency may be 
expressed as a straight line according to (tc
o
 - ta
o
) / I. 
Normally the curve efficiency is given by the manufacturer according to the equation: 
 = b – m · [(tc
o
 –  ta
o
) / I]              [2.12] 
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Where b and m are two parameters that indicate the efficiency when tc
o
 is equal to ta
o
, 
and the slope of the efficiency curve. 
The figure below compares the performance (in terms of [(tc
o
 –  ta
o
) / I]) of different 
types of collectors [F2.5]: 
 
Figure 2.5: Efficiency of different types of collectors 
Once exposed the operation of individual collectors, the next step is the analysis of the 
link among a group of collectors [6]. 
The serial coupling of the collectors results in an increase in water temperature reducing 
the efficiency of the system due to when the fluid goes from one collector to another 
one, the inlet temperature in each one increases and thus the overall efficiency decreases 
as the efficiency equation shows. 
The most common setting is the parallel link among the collectors, or if possible a set-
ting in different rows; in this case each row should have the same number of collectors 
in a parallel setting and aligned among each other. 
When choosing the number of absorbers that can be connected in serial or parallel 
[F2.6], the limitations of manufacturer should be taken into account. On the other hand, 
in these systems, it is important to install shutoff valves on the input and output of the 
groups of collectors and on the pumps to facilitate the maintenance, replacement, etc. 
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Figure 2.6: Serial (a) and parallel (b) captation 
It is also necessary the fluid to have the same way in all the collectors; otherwise, ther-
mal jumps in the collectors would be different and the overall efficiency would de-
crease. Invest return connection among collectors is used to ensure the energy balance 
[F2.7].  
 
Figure 2.7: Wiring diagram known as inverted return 
The heat transfer fluid flow should be higher than 0.8 liters per square meter and minute 
in order to ensure a right coefficient of heat transfer between the absorber and the fluid. 
An optimum value would be about 1 liter per square meter and minute. 
The fluid track in the system should be as short as possible to decrease hydraulic and 
heat losses on all the devices. When designing the system, it is also important taken into 
account that all the devices should be assembled and disassembled to make easy its 
maintenance. 
Finally, we analyze the different types of collectors and which one is the appropriate for 
a water heating system in the conditions that are required. 
The collectors can work with a passive system (the storage tank acts as both storage and 
solar collector) or with an active system (employ a pump to circulate water or a heat 
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transfer fluid between the collector and the storage tank). Collectors used for water heat-
ing are, either flat plate collectors, or the vacuum tube [8]. 
- Flat plate collectors: They are made up of an insulated metal box and a plastic or glass 
cover (allows solar energy to pass through but reduces heat losses). There is also a dark-
colored absorber plate, which absorbs solar radiation [F2.8][F2.10][F2.11].  
 
Figure 2.8: Structure of a flat plate solar collector 
This radiation is turned into heat energy and a fluid (air, antifreeze or water) that is car-
ried via tubes throughout the collector gets hot [F2.9][F2.11]. 
 
Figure 2.9: Values of the incident energy on a flat plate collector with a cover 
There are also some flat plate collectors without the transparent cover. Although they 
are much cheaper than the ones with cover, their efficiency is much lower. 
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Figure 2.10: Flat plate collector with two covers 
 
Figure 2.11: Thermal circuit of a flat plate collector with two covers 
- Vacuum tube collectors [F2.12]: In this type of vacuum collector, the absorber strip is 
located in a vacuum and pressure proof glass tube. The heat transfer fluid flows through 
the absorber directly in a U-tube or in countercurrent in a tube-in-tube system. Several 
single tubes make up the solar collector. A heat pipe collector incorporates a special 
fluid which begins to vaporize even at low temperatures. The steam rises in the individ-
ual heat pipes and warms up the carrier fluid in the main pipe by means of a heat ex-
changer. The condensed liquid then flows back into the base of the heat pipe. The pipes 
must be angled at a specific degree above horizontal so that the process of vaporizing 
and condensing functions. 
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Figure 2.12: Vacuum tube collector 
This type of collectors is more used in locations with extreme weather and they can be 
placed with much more flexibility. However, they are more expensive than flat plate 
collectors. 
The orientation and inclination of the collector system and the shadows on it will be 
such that the losses about the optimum are lower than the values in the following table. 
Three different cases can be considered: general, collectors overlay and architectural 
integration. All cases will accomplish three conditions: loss of orientation and inclina-
tion, shading losses and total losses will be lower than the limit values about the opti-
mum [T2.1]. 
Table 2.1: Maximum loss due to orientation, tilt, shadows and architectural integration 
 
Orientation and 
inclination (OI) 
Shadows (S) Total (OI+S) 
General 10 % 10 % 15 % 
Overlap 20 % 15 % 30 % 
Architectural integration 40 % 20 % 50 % 
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The optimum orientation is south to take advantage of the sun displacement throughout 
the day and the optimum inclination is equal to the latitude in systems that have the 
same use throughout the year, to achieve a compromise between the inclination of the 
collector in winter and summer [F2.13], because it is fixed. However, there are three 
different cases depending on the period of maximum use [16]. 
- Constant annual constant consumption: latitude. 
- Higher winter consumption: latitude + 10o. 
- Higher summer consumption: latitude - 10o. 
 
 
Figure 2.13: Positions of the sun throughout the year 
In any case, the reduction of properties due to the inclination and orientation of the 
collector area should be evaluated. The following image will be used to calculate the 
limits of acceptable inclination according to the maximum losses respecting the 
optimum inclination established [F2.14][16]. 
 
Figure 2.14: Losses depending on inclination and azimut 
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When the azimuth angle is known, the inclination limit could be known looking where 
the white region (losses between 0% and 5%) intersects with the azimuth line. 
It is considered that there is architectural integration when collectors have a both 
functions: energetic and architectural and collectors replace conventional architectural 
elements. It is considered that there is architectural overlap when collectors are parallel 
to the building envelope. An important rule to achieve architectural integration is to 
maintain the alignment of collectors with building principal axes. 
Finally, the distance, d, measured horizontally, between a row of collectors and an 
obstacle of height h, which may give a shadow over the facility must ensure a minimum 
of 4 hours of sun around midday on the winter solstice [F2.15][16]. 
 
Figure 2.15: Examples of data collection on h and d 
This distance d has to be greater than the value obtained by the expression: 
  
 
           
                   
- l is the latitude. 
- 
 
           
 is a dimensionless coefficient called k [T2.2]. 
Table 2.2: Significant values of k depending on the latitude 
Latitude 29  37  39  41  43  45   
k 1.600 2.246 2.475 2.747 3.078 3.487  
 
Separation between the back of a row and the beginning of the following shall not be 
less than the value obtained by the previous expression, when h is the height difference 
between the top of a row and the bottom of the next, making all measures according to 
the plane containing the bases of the collectors. 
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2.3.2 Storage elements 
The system must have a storage system to support the water demand when solar radia-
tion is not sufficient. The simplest and most common way of storing hot water is accu-
mulators, which are usually from steel, stainless steel, aluminum or reinforced fiberglass 
[8].  
The shape of the accumulator is usually cylindrical, and its height should be bigger than 
the diameter, making it so to improve the phenomenon of stratification (the greater the 
water temperature, the smaller the density). So, the water is extracted at the top of ac-
cumulator, while liquid from the collector is supplied to the bottom of the storage 
[F2.16]. In this way, the collector operates at the lowest possible temperature and the 
efficiency increases. 
 
Figure 2.16: Water stratification in an accumulator 
A thermostatic mixing valve is normally placed in the accumulator exit in order to limit 
the temperature that the water is drawn at. This valve does not affect the global efficien-
cy.  
2.3.3 Heat transfer elements  
They consist of those elements of the system in charge of transferring the captured 
energy in solar collectors to the storage accumulator of hot water. Among the items that 
will be used in this group are the heat exchanger, piping, valves… 
According to the heat transfer way used in, the system can be divided into two groups, 
direct and indirect thermal transfer [F2.17][20]. 
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Figure 2.17: Direct (a) and indirect (b) system 
In this second group, there is a heat exchanger such that the primary fluid is not in con-
tact with hot water. This way of operation is most common than the direct transfer due 
to the problems that direct systems have, such as the need to use materials that do not 
pollute the water in the collector circuit, with the consequent risk of freezing because 
antifreeze cannot be added to the fluid. Moreover, the risk of vaporization or corrosion 
increases with this system. This system involves also problems in the collector due to 
the water pressure and the impossibility of some collectors to operate in such pressure. 
On the other hand, another distinction can be made according to the type of flow circu-
lation in the system: natural circulation (also called thermosiphon) or forced circulation 
using pumps in the primary circuit [F2.18]. While natural circulation is used in simple 
systems (single family dwellings), forced circulation is used in more complex systems 
(apartment blocks or flats). 
 
Figure 2.18: Natural and forced circulation 
The forced circulation system provides some advantages such as the accumulator has 
not be placed above the collectors to produce the fluid flow, there are much more possi-
bilities to design the hydraulic circuit (hydraulic losses are corrected with more power 
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in the sizing of the system), the maximum temperature of water in the deposit can be 
limited (in summer water temperature can reach 60 ° C, with the consequent risk to per-
sons or to the system due to corrosion in the tank) and there are no problems to prevent 
freezing of the fluid in the collector, which occurs on termosyphon systems; additives to 
prevent freezing increase the viscosity of the fluid and therefore makes it difficult to 
circulate. 
However, forced circulation systems are more expensive because an extra system to 
force the circulation; a circuit called exchanger is also required to separate primary from 
secondary circuit. In the forced circulation systems, there is a loss of efficiency because 
it is necessary a temperature difference between primary and secondary fluids (from 3 
°C to 10 ° C), which makes the collector to be run at a temperature above the fluid sec-
ondary. 
Finally, the last element in the heat transfer system is an expansion tank, whose function 
is to absorb the expansion of water, and water hammer by sudden closure of valves. 
When choosing an indirect heat transfer system, a heat exchanger is included in the 
global system to transfer the energy stored from primary circuit to the secondary one. 
Depending on its position in the facility, the exchangers can be distinguished in indoors 
or outdoors exchangers. And depending on its construction, they are classified as coil 
(helical or tubular beam), double wrap, plate or shell and tube. 
The parameters that define a heat exchanger are basically the performance and efficien-
cy of trade. Performance is defined as the ratio of output and input energy. It should not 
be less than 95%. On the other hand, efficiency is the ratio of heat power exchanged and 
the maximum that could, theoretically, be exchanged. Its value should not be less than 
0.7. 
In an internal exchanger, the most used in a heating water system, the efficiency could 
be expressed as: 
 = (toi - t
o
o) / (t
o
i - t
o
a)          [2.14] 
- toi is the inlet temperature of the heat transfer fluid. 
- too is the outlet temperature of the heat transfer fluid. 
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- toa is the accumulated water temperature. 
When the installation needs big accumulators (higher than 3000 l), an external heat ex-
changer is more useful than an internal one. There are two types of commercial external 
heat exchangers: tubular beam or steel plates. 
A coil heat exchanger can be either helical, if the tubes are coiled and placed in the bot-
tom of the accumulator, or tubular beam [F2.19]. Inside the heat exchanger, the circula-
tion of the fluid is forced circulation; meanwhile, the fluid circulation is due to natural 
convection outside the heat exchanger. 
 
Figure 2.19: Coil and tubular beam heat exchanger 
On the other hand, in the double wrap exchanges, the primary circuit covers the second-
ary one and energy transfer occurs across the surface in contact with accumulated liq-
uid.  
A plate exchanger uses metal plates to transfer the energy [F2.20]. It has a major advan-
tage over a conventional heat exchanger in that the fluids are exposed to a much larger 
surface area because the fluids spread out over the plates. This facilitates the transfer of 
heat, and greatly increases the speed of the temperature change. Normally, these sys-
tems are not used due to its low efficiency. 
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Figure 2.20: Plate exchanger 
Shell and tube exchangers consist of a series of tubes [F2.21]. One set of these tubes 
contains the fluid that must be either heated or cooled. The second fluid runs over the 
tubes that are being heated or cooled so that it can either provide the heat or absorb the 
heat required. A set of tubes is called the tube bundle and can be made up of several 
types of tubes: plain, longitudinally finned, etc. Shell and tube heat exchangers are ro-
bust due to their shape, so they are typically used for high-pressure applications (with 
pressures greater than 30 bar and temperatures greater than 260°C).  
 
Figure 2.21: Straight-tube heat exchanger 
These last two types of exchangers can be either alternative (both fluids pass through 
the same space alternately but the mixing between fluids is negligible; they are not used 
for water heating) and by surface (heat transfer takes place through a surface, cylindrical 
or flat, without allowing direct contact). And, finally, the surface exchanges can be pa-
rallel flow exchanger (liquid - liquid) and cross-flow exchanger (liquid - gas), depend-
ing on the direction of the fluid circulation and with one or more steps of the fluid 
through the tubes [F2.22]. 
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Figure 2.22: Parallel and cross flow exchanger 
However, in these exchangers, as in the tubes one, the circulation of both fluids is, nor-
mally, forced. 
When designing a heat exchanger is important take into account the following factors: 
- Material: it is considered its heat transmission coefficient, its corrosion resis-
tance and dilation and it cost when selecting the most proper material for the 
heat exchanger. 
- Tubes or plates geometry: it is necessary calculate the length (it depends on the 
available space and on the thermo physical characteristics of each fluid), the di-
ameter (it should be large enough if there is risk of contamination but never 
larger than 50 mm or 2”) and the thickness (it is function of the fluid pressure 
and the risk of corrosion). 
- Tubes distribution: at this point, it is taking into account the cleaning needs and 
the possibility of increasing the heat transfer. In any case, the space among tubes 
should be more than a quarter of the external diameter and greater than 6mm 
(1/4”). 
- Fluid used: all the previous factors can be changed depending on the fluid that is 
going to be used and its heat transmission coefficient, its viscosity and pressure 
and the appearance of any scale in the tubes. 
There are several methods to size a heat exchanger:      (log mean temperature differ-
ence; it is used when inlet and outlet fluid temperatures are known), NTU (number of 
transmission units; it is suitable for calculating exchanger design when structural cha-
racteristics are known or when just inlet temperatures are known). 
For a water heating installation, the second method is more suitable: 
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- Number transfer units:     
  
       
; where U is the oversized transmission 
coefficient due to the dirt and pressure drop [T2.3]: 
 
 
 
 
      
   [2.15] 
Table 2.3: Values of Uclean depending on the surface 
Water        
 
   
  
Soft and clean water 60 
Hard water 120 
Hard and dirty water 180 
Closed circuit 80 
 
- Flow rate (  ):    
         
         
; where    is the specific heat. 
- Exchanger efficiency: it is function of the geometry and the distribution of 
flows. From this equation it follows an outlet temperature and it is calculated 
with empirically known tables. 
       ,     
 
    
      [2.16] 
                         [2.17] 
                              [2.18] 
-     : inlet hot fluid temperature. 
-     : outlet hot fluid temperature. 
-    : hot fluid specific heat. 
-     : inlet cold fluid temperature. 
-     : outlet cold fluid temperature. 
-    : cold fluid specific heat. 
If              then   
        
         
     [2.19] 
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If              then   
        
         
      [2.36] 
And one of the outlet temperatures can be known by these formulas. The second one is 
known by the energetic balance of the heat exchanger. 
                          (         )   [2.20] 
However, nowadays there are thousands of possibilities in the market for choosing a 
proper exchanger to achieve the objectives of the heating system, and it is not necessary 
to build a specific exchanger. 
Along with the exchanger, there is a second essential element in the heat transfer sys-
tem: the heat transfer fluid. It is responsible for going through the collectors and absorbs 
thermal energy and then transfers it to the secondary circuit in the heat exchanger. 
Usually, there are four types of fluids that can be used [6]: 
- Water: it can be used in open circuit; the hot water goes directly through the col-
lectors, so the system should be made from a material suitable for transporting 
drinking water. In many cases, it is prohibited by law. It 
can also be used in closed circuit, but may present problems of freezing, making 
it necessary the use of antifreeze. 
- Water with antifreeze: it is the most common option, but it is necessary take into 
account some characteristics of the fluid such as toxicity, increasing of viscosity, 
increasing of expansion, decreasing of stability, decreasing of specific heat or 
increasing of the boiling point. 
- Organic fluids: they require the same precautions than water with addition of an-
tifreeze in toxicity, viscosity or dilation. Furthermore, these fluids are from syn-
thetic materials or petroleum, and they are at risk of fire, but are stable at high 
temperatures. 
- Silicone oils: While they are a good chance due to them best technical characte-
ristics, the high cost do not make them an attractive option in most cases. 
Anyway, it must be remembered that due to the toxicity of antifreeze is necessary to 
ensure the impossibility of mixing between the heat transfer fluid and consumption wa-
ter. The usual way of achieving this goal is by making the primary circuit pressure low-
er than the secondary pressure, so if the exchanger breaks in a point and there is a con-
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tact between the two fluids, water goes to the primary circuit but not reverse. Moreover 
the safety valve of the primary circuit must be calibrated to a lower pressure than the 
consumption water to protect the collectors of the high pressure of the water. 
2.3.4 Support energy elements 
Not in all cases the temperature of the storage water is the one that is required for the 
application, so sometimes it is necessary a support system that provides the energy 
needed to accomplish the required conditions [F2.23][9]. 
 
Figure 2.23: Support energy located in a second accumulator fed by the first one 
There are different possibilities to apply the support energy to the solar energy system: 
- Apply directly the support energy to the accumulator when required. 
-Apply the support energy to a second accumulator that is fed by the first accumulator. 
-Place a support energy system right after the accumulator. 
Sometimes there is an extra accumulator due to the previous installation, so the second 
option can be applied without an extra expense. 
If there is not a previous support energy system, it system has to be designed to be able 
to heat all the water needed for consumption to the required temperature. The output 
temperature should not be higher than the consumption temperature. So, although the 
temperature in the tank must be above 65º to prevent any kind of bacteria (specially 
legionella), a temperature control is needed in the system output in order to limit the 
mentioned temperature. 
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The auxiliary system is normally a fuel or gas system because with these systems is 
easy to control the outlet temperature, it burns combustible only when needed, the in-
stallation and maintenance cost is low, the combustible is cheaper than electricity and 
finally, it does not affect the solar energy system. 
2.3.5 Control elements 
The work of these elements is applying useful power when required. The most common 
way to control the system is a differential controller which compares the temperature of 
the collector with the temperature in the bottom of the accumulator, and when the tem-
perature in the collector is higher than the temperature in the collector in a fixed amount 
in the controller, it starts to work [F2.24]. 
 
Figure 2.24: Regulation by differential thermostat acting on pump: 1 collector, 2 accumulator, 3 pump, 4 
differential controller, 5 and 6 temperature sensor, 7 throttle valve. 
It is important keep in mind that the temperature difference should be large enough to 
ensure a benefit in performance, this is because there are different phenomena that can 
lead to a malfunction of the installation. 
Some of these phenomena could be: the loss of temperature in the feedback loop that 
may be of around 1 ° C; the tolerances of the probe and the regulator (about 1 or 2 º C); 
a difference between the heat exchanger temperature and collector temperature for 
proper operation (around 4 ° C), and the generation of more energy than the one con-
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sumed by the electrocirculator (3 ° C). Due to all these phenomena, an usually differen-
tial could be 6 ° C. 
Anyway, control system should ensure that in any case the pumps work if the differenc-
es between the output of collectors and the storage are less than 2 º C and in any case 
stop with differences of more than 7 º C. 
Sometimes, mainly in party systems and depending on each system, the regulation is 
more effective using a switching valve [F2.25]. 
In this regulation system, the controller activates the circulating pump when the temper-
ature reaches the minimum usable temperature; at the same time, a switching valve 
makes a bypass to the primary circuit, leaving the road through accumulators closed. 
When the temperature exceeds the defined in the controller, the valve is opens the pas-
sage of fluid through the heat exchanger. 
 
Figure 2.25: Regulation by differential temperature and switching valve 
Furthermore, the control system will ensure that at no point the working fluid tempera-
ture drops below a temperature three degrees higher than the freezing temperature of the 
fluid. 
The temperature probes for differential control are placed in the top of the collectors; 
representing its maximum temperature and accumulation temperature probe is prefera-
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bly placed at the bottom in a space that is not influenced by circulation of the secondary 
circuit or the heating exchanger if it were built. 
2.4 Legislation 
According to the Spanish legislation, the following decrees and laws affect the 
installations and equipment of Solar Power [T2.4]. 
Table 2.4: Solar energy law in Spain 
LAW TITLE DATE APPLICATION 
Real Decreto 
1027/2007 
Real Decreto 1027/2007, by approving 
the Reglamento de Instalaciones 
Térmicas en los Edificios (Regulation 
of Thermal Installations in Buildings). 
20-07-2007 
Solar thermal 
energy 
Orden 
ITC/71/2007 
Orden ITC/71/2007, by adopting the 
standards and technical instructions 
for the homologation of solar panels. 
22-01-2007 
Solar thermal 
energy 
Real Decreto 
47/2007 
Real Decreto 47/2007, by adopting the 
basic procedure for energy 
performance of new buildings. 
19-01-2007 Building 
Real Decreto 
314/2006 
Real Decreto 314/2006, by approving 
the Código Técnico de la Edificación 
(Technical Building Code [CTE]). 
17-03-2006 Building 
Real Decreto 
865/2003 
Real Decreto 865/2003, by setting 
laying down the hygienic criteria for 
the prevention and control of 
legionellosis 
04-07-2003 
Solar thermal 
energy 
Ordenanza 
Municipal 
ANM 2003\3 
Ordenanza Municipal ANM 2003\3, 
specifications of national laws at 
regional 
27-03-2003 
Solar thermal 
energy 
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LAW TITLE DATE APPLICATION 
Real Decreto 
1218/2002 
Real Decreto 1218/2002, by approving     
the Reglamento de Instalaciones 
Térmicas en los Edificios (Rules 
Thermal Installations in Buildings 
[RITE]) and created the advisory 
commission for thermal installations 
in buildings. 
22-11-2002 Building 
Real Decreto 
769/1999 
Real Decreto 769/1999, by dictating 
the rules implementing the directive of 
the European Parliament and Council 
97/23/EC about pressure equipment. 
07-05-1999 
Solar thermal 
energy 
Real decreto 
legislativo 
1175/1990 
Real Decreto Legislativo 1175/1990, 
by approving the fees and instruction 
of the Tax on Economic Activities 
28-09-1990 
Several           
applications 
 
Most of these laws and specifications are based in other European laws or recommenda-
tions as Directive 2009/28/EC of the European Parliament (on the promotion of the use 
of energy from renewable sources). 
These laws specify and report on most aspects needed when developing a solar energy 
system as the technical documentation design and dimensioning of the thermal plants, 
the conditions for the use and maintenance of the facility (use of thermal plants, 
preventive maintenance program...), preparation of hot water for sanitary purposes, 
solar energy contribution to sanitary hot water production, limiting the use of 
conventional energy for heat production and water heating, water treatment or building 
integration of the water heating elements.   
When designing and developing a water heating system, it is necessary to take into 
account all these specifications to adapt the system to the legislation. 
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The following regulations can be mentioned among all the previous ones: 
- When the supply source of energy source is diesel, propane or natural gas, the 
minimum contribution of solar energy depending on the total water demand and 
the climatic region where the system is in will be the value reflected in the table 
below [T2.5] [16][17]: 
              Table 2.5: Minimum share (%) from the hot water need to be achieved using solar energy 
Total water de-
mand (
 
 
) 
I II III IV V 
 
50-5000 30 30 50 60 70  
5000-6000 30 30 55 65 70  
6000-7000 30 35 61 70 70  
7000-8000 35 45 63 70 70  
8000-9000 30 52 65 70 70  
9000-10000 30 55 70 70 70  
10000-12500 30 65 70 70 70  
12500-15000 30 70 70 70 70  
15000-17500 35 70 70 70 70  
17500-20000 45 70 70 70 70  
20000-25000 52 70 70 70 70  
>25000 52 70 70 70 70  
 
And the climatic region where the intallation is in can be found in the following map 
[F2.26]: 
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Figure 2.26: Climatic region 
In some cases, this minimum contribution should not be applied (when the building 
does not have sufficient access to sunlight due to external elements, when this minimum 
value exceeds the criteria that make the law...). 
- Solar energy can be replaced, totally or partially, by other kind of renewable 
energy, by cogeneration processes or by waste energy sources from heat ex-
changers outside the own generation of heat from the building. These replace-
ments should have an environmental impact equivalent to the one achieved by 
solar energy. 
- Regulations to prevent the disfigurement the landscape or the architectural har-
mony and regulations to protect buildings, environments and landscapes will be 
applied when installing a solar energy system. 
These regulations also set the recommended values (water per person...) for designing 
the facilities depending on the use of the buildings (hotel, office, private residence...), 
their size and people who use them. 
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3. CASE STUDY 
3.1 Location Information 
The place where the system will be installed in the flat building located in 36, Santiago 
de Compostela street in Madrid, Spain. 
Madrid is in the center of the Iberian Peninsula [F3.1], which is situated in the extreme 
southwest of Europe. It is situated at 40°23′N 3°43′W and it is 667 meters over the sea 
level. 
The building is located in the north of the city in a suburb. The block has 13 floors and 2 
apartments with 3 rooms per floor [F3.2]. On the basement, there is a parking with two 
floors. Moreover, on the ground floor there are two bars and a carpets shop. Behind the 
building there is a little garden. 
The building is surrounded by tall buildings that throw shadows on the garden so the 
system cannot be installed there and should be installed on the roof of the building. 
 
 
 
Figure 3.1: Location of Madrid 
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Figure 3.2: Building where the system will be in 
The roof is a rectangle of 10x28 meters with a construction on the middle of the north 
part with a rectangular shape of 4x6x0.5 meters [Appendix D]. 
 
3.2 Wheather Information 
The weather in the area means that the annual energy on a horizontal surface is 1668.05 
kWh/m
2
; so, at first, the profitability compared with other places in Spain is not so 
greater, but it is good enough to reach the goals mentioned. 
According to CENSOLAR (Solar Energy Training Centre), the incident energy (MJ) on 
one square meter of horizontal surface on an average day of each month is [T3.1][21]. 
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On the other hand, before calculating the energy needed to heat the water, it is also 
necessary to know the temperature of the supply water [T3.1], the ambient temperature 
[T3.1] and hours of sun per day [T3.1][21]. 
Table 3.1 : Daily incident solar energy (MJ) on a horizontal surface, supply water temperature, ambient 
temperature and hours of sun per day. 
  H (MJ/m
2
) 
        
Ambient 
temperature 
Sun hours 
January 6.7 6 6  8 
February 10.6 7 8 9 
March 13.6 9 11 9 
April 18.8 11 13 9,5 
May 20.9 12 18 9,5 
June 23.5 13 23 9,5 
July 26 14 28 9,5 
August 23.1 13 26 9,5 
September 16.9 12 21 9,5 
October 11.4 11 15 9 
November 7.5 9 11 9 
December 5.9 6 7 8 
Yearly 15.4  
 
3.3 Consumption Information 
For doing the calculations of the hot water consumed, data will be taken according to 
Real Decreto 1218/2002 (Table 4, Legislation): the amount of 60 ºC water consumed in 
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a flat building is 22 l per person and day and the number of tenants in a 3 rooms apart-
ment is 4. Thus, the hot water consumed per day will be: 
               
                                                                 
                             [3.1] 
However, there is a monthly change in the water consumption due to the changing 
weather and partial occupation in the different seasons of the year. This variation is 
according to the next graphic [F3.3][16]. 
 
Figure 3.3: Average change in water consumption (%) 
 As Madrid is located in the climatic region IV (Figure 2.33) and the support energy 
system will be natural gas, the minimum solar contribution according to the water de-
mand will be 60 % (Table 2.5). However, to make the most of the solar facility, when 
designing it, the minimum solar contribution will be as close as possible to 70% of 
minimum solar contribution. 
Taking into account the previous factors, the following results are obtained for the 
building [T3.2]. 
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Table 3.2: Installation consumption 
 
Days/month 
Monthly 
consumption 
(l/month) 
Consumption 
varitation 
(%) 
Fixed 
monthly 
consumption 
(l/month) 
Sun 
hours 
       
(l/h) 
       
(kg/h) 
January 31 70928 0.115 79084.72 8 318.89 318.89 
February 28 64064 0.085 69509.44 9 275.83 275.83 
March 31 70928 0.03 73055.84 9 261.85 261.85 
April 30 68640 0.09 74817.6 9.5 262.52 262.52 
May 31 70928 0.04 73765.12 9.5 250.48 250.48 
June 30 68640 0.01 69326.4 9.5 243.25 243.25 
July 31 70928 -0.1 63835.2 9.5 216.76 216.76 
August 31 70928 -0.215 55678.48 9.5 189.06 189.06 
September 30 68640 -0.095 62119.2 9.5 217.96 217.96 
October 31 70928 -0.06 66672.32 9 238.97 238.97 
November 30 68640 -0.02 67267.2 9 249.14 249.14 
December 31 70928 0.075 76247.6 8 307.45 307.45 
Yearly 365 835120 -0.00375 831379.1 9.083 252.68 252.68 
 
As the work fluid is water  the density will be        
  
  
   
  
 
. 
And the yearly average consumption will be: 
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3.4 Energy Information  
During the winter, the hot water demand is higher and the incident energy is lower; 
thus, the inclination of the collector will be 50° to improve the system during the winter 
months. For calculating the incident energy on an inclined surface, it will be used the 
correction factor K represents the ratio between the total incident solar energy on a day 
on an inclined surface at a specific angle, and the total incident solar energy on a day on 
a horizontal surface [T3.3][16]. 
Table 3.3: Factor k 
Jan Feb March April May June July Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 
1.41 1.28 1.13 0.98 0.87 0.83 0.87 0.99 1.18 1.39 1.54 1.52 
 
In some cases, the radiation on horizontal surface is also modified by another factor that 
depends on the location of the installation. This factor is: 
- 0.95 if the facility is within a town. 
- 1.05 if atmosphere is clean or mountain area. 
- more severe correction coefficients in the case of providing important shadows 
in the winter. 
This second coefficient is not going to take into account when designing the solar 
energy system. 
The incident energy on an average day on an inclined surface E (50°) is [T3.4]: 
Table 3.4: Daily radiation on a inclinated flat collector (50) 
 Jan Feb March April May June July Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 
H 
(MJ/m
2
) 
6.7 10.6 13.6 18.8 20.9 23.5 26 23.1 16.9 11.4 7.5 5.9 
k 1.41 1.28 1.13 0.98 0.87 0.83 0.87 0.99 1.18 1.39 1.54 1.52 
E 
(MJ/m
2
) 
9.45 13.57 15.37 18.42 18.18 19.51 22.62 22.87 19.94 15.85 11.5 8.97 
 
- E is the daily incident energy on a inclined surface (     )[3.3]. 
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And the annual value will be        
  
  
. 
On the other hand, the irradiation will be [T3.6]: 
Table 3.5: Solar radiation 
 
H (MJ/m
2
) k E(MJ/m
2
) 
Sun 
hours 
Irradiation 
January 6.7 1.41 9.45 8 328.02 
February 10.6 1.28 13.57 9 418.77 
March 13.6 1.13 15.37 9 474.32 
April 18.8 0.98 18.42 9.5 538.71 
May 20.9 0.87 18.18 9.5 531.67 
June 23.5 0.83 19.51 9.5 570.32 
July 26 0.87 22.62 9.5 661.4 
August 23.1 0.99 22.87 9.5 668.68 
September 16.9 1.18 19.94 9.5 583.1 
October 11.4 1.39 15.85 9 489.07 
November 7.5 1.54 11.55 9 356.48 
December 5.9 1.52 8.97 8 311.39 
Yearly 15.4 1.16 17.96 9.083 549.36 
 
- I is the irradiation (  
  
 
  
 
            
  
 
    
 ) [3.4], that is the incident energy per time. 
And finally, the total monthly energy required to get the hot water necessary will be 
[T3.7]: 
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Table 3.6: Required energy 
Days/month 
Fixed monthly 
consumption 
(l/month) 
   (
   
     
)              Q(MJ) 
 
January 
31 79084.7 4.188 60 6 17885.17 
February 
28 69509.4 4.188 60 7 15428.59 
March 
31 73055.8 4.188 60 9 15603.85 
April 
30 74817.6 4.188 60 11 15353.47 
May 
31 73765.1 4.188 60 12 14828.56 
June 
30 69326.4 4.188 60 13 13645.93 
July 
31 63835.2 4.188 60 14 12297.72 
August 
31 55678.5 4.188 60 13 10959.53 
September 
30 62119.2 4.188 60 12 12487.45 
October 
31 66672.3 4.188 60 11 13681.96 
November 
30 67267.2 4.188 60 9 14367.47 
December 
31 76247.6 4.188 60 6 17243.55 
Yearly 
365 831379 
  
10.25 173783.2 
 
 
                                    
- Q is the heat energy necessary (MJ). 
- m is the water consumed (kg). 
-     is the specific heat of water (4.188 
   
     
). 
-      is the hot consumption water temperature (60°). 
-         is the supply network water temperature. 
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So, the total energy required is: 
                           
  
                                                 
Therefore, the minimal heat power to be supplied by solar system will be: 
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4. STUDY OF OBTAINABLE SOLAR ENERGY 
As previous mentioned, the system will be a forced circulation system with an indirect 
heat exchange system. So, it consists of three circuits, primary (solar), secondary 
(supply), for which two fluids circulate for, and the third circuit (consumption circuit) 
[F4.1] [9][5]. 
 
Figure 4.1: Solar energy diagram 
4.1 Solar Circuit 
The primary circuit will be composed by the solar collectors, the pipes, valves, the 
expansion tank, the circulation pump and the heat exchanger [F4.2]; it will be as the 
circuit shown in the following image: 
 
Figure 4.2: Solar circuit 
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-    is the incident energy in the solar collector. 
-     are the optic losses in the collector. 
-     is s the flow of fluid flowing through the installation. 
-     is the outgoing collector temperature. 
-     is the ingoing collector temperature. 
The solar or primary circuit includes the collection system and part of the heat exchang-
er. The heat transfer fluid flows through the circuit and is responsible for transferring 
the thermal energy obtained from solar radiation from the primary circuit to the second-
ary circuit through the heat exchanger. 
The design selected for the primary circuit is based on the idea of forcing the circulation 
of fluid by an electric pump, which although is expensive to install, allows a frost pro-
tection of heat transfer fluid when using low freezing point fluid and control heat trans-
fer between collector and accumulation. 
In addition to the electric pump in the primary circuit, an expansion tank is placed for 
absorbing volume expansion in the fluid due to temperature changes. 
 
4.1.1 Heat Exchange Fluid 
This fluid carries the heat from the primary circuit to the secondary; it should be able to 
work during cold temperatures season at which water would freeze, thus it should also 
protect the system against frost. There are a lot of fluids that can be used for this pur-
pose but for this system, it is going to be used propylene glycol. For knowing the per-
centage of propylene glycol in water, it is necessary to relate it with the freezing tem-
perature.  
The historical minimum temperature history in Madrid is -16 °C; so, to ensure the prop-
er work of the system in any condition, the freezing temperature will be taken as 5°C 
less than the historical minimum temperature [16]. 
                                
When determining the necessary properties of the fluid, it is necessary to use some equ-
ations that relate the concentration of propylene glycol with various parameters such as 
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freezing temperature, density, specific heat, thermal conductivity, dynamic viscosity or 
the number of Prandlt. For the calculation there is a table that provides the constants that 
give the mathematical models of fluid properties [T4.1][2][30]: 
Table 4.1: Constants to calculate the fluid properties 
Order 
parameter 
(A) 
ρ (
  
  
)    (
  
    
) K (
 
   
) Pr           
0 - - - - 1 
1 508.411 4.476 1.188 6.661 -0.037 
2 -182.408 0.608 -1.491 -6.6994 -0.400 
3 965.765 0.714 -0.696 -18.551 - 
4 280.291 -1.938 1.136 152.046 - 
5 -472.225 0.478 0.067 14.477 - 
 
- ρ is the fluid density. 
-    is the specific heat. 
- Pr is the Prandtl number. 
- k is the thermal conductivity. 
-           is the freezing temperature. 
The concentration of propylene glycol is calculated through the following equation, 
when                       : 
                          
                        [4.2] 
-    is the concentration of propylene glycol necessary. 
Thermo physical properties for the solution can be obtained depending on the working 
temperature and weight concentration. These properties are dependent on the working 
temperature (it will be taken an average of about 30 °C = 303 K); it will not be the ac-
tual working temperature because the primary circuit may reach 80 °C, but there are no 
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tables with values for these ranges of temperatures, it is noteworthy that the variation of 
thermo physical properties with temperature are quite small so do not generate large 
errors in calculation. 
When the concentration of propylene glycol is known (       ), the other parameters 
can be calculated as following [T4.2]: 
Density 
                
   
   
       
   
   
      
   
   
 
 
         
       
  
  
            
Specific heat 
                    
   
   
        
   
   
       
   
   
 
 
             
         
  
    
          
Thermal conductivity 
                
   
   
       
   
   
      
   
   
 
 
          
        
 
   
          
Prandtl number 
                        
   
   
        
   
   
       
   
   
 
 
         
                    
To calculate the dynamic and kinematic viscosity, there are conventional definitions, 
based on the data obtained previously. 
Dinamic viscosity 
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Kinematic viscosity 
  
 
 
            
  
 
           
Table 4.2: Summary data 
Heat exchanger fluid: 
Propylene Glycol 
Density 1023 
  
  
 
Specific heat       
  
    
 
Thermal conductivity       
 
   
 
Prandtl number 25.127 
Dynamic viscosity            
  
   
 
Kinematic viscosity            
  
 
 
 
4.1.2 Solar Collector 
When designing a solar energy system, the first thing that have to be taken into account 
is the solar collector; after that election, and when the collector characteristics are 
known, the others parts of the system will be calculated and the storage elements, the 
supply energy system... will be chosen depending on the first election. 
For a water heating system in a flat building, the most proper collector is a flat plate 
collector due to it is possible to aim all the goals with an acceptable cost. 
As previously mentioned, a flat plate collector consists of four main elements: the cov-
er, the absorber, the insulation and the shell [F4.3][5]. 
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Figure 4.3: Collector parts 
 
A proper collector should have a high rate of transmission for high solar radiation in the 
range from 0.3 to 3 mm, and low for more than 3 mm radiation. It should also have a 
low thermal conductivity, which prevents the passage of heat from the interior surface 
to the exterior one. Thus, the collector should have a small expansion coefficient, the 
inside of the cover will be warmer than outside and, therefore, the inside part will ex-
pand more increasing the risk of breakage or deformation of the cover. The main mate-
rials used in the covers are glass and transparent plastics. 
When choosing a glass cover, it should be chosen with annealing or milding treatment 
because not only its optical properties do not decrease but also the mechanical proper-
ties increase. That is important because the cover must resist the wind pressure, the hail, 
the weight of ice and snow, etc and it must also have a low risk of spontaneous rupture 
due to the effect of internal contractions resulting from the different temperatures cover. 
For this water heating system, the proper cover is a annealed transparent glass cover, not 
only due to the advantages of glass comparing to plastic (better thermal conductivity, 
low coefficient of expansion, more hardness and chemical stability under the action of 
agents external) but also due to the breaking and bending strength. Moreover, in case of 
accidental breakage it fragments into small pieces. 
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Although it is possible to use a double glass cover, which increases the greenhouse ef-
fect and reduce losses by convection. However, it is not usually used due to its high 
price and the problems resulting from high temperature to be borne by the lower cover, 
and the differential expansion between the two covers for supporting these different 
temperatures. 
The absorber receives solar radiation, transforms it into heat and transmits it to the heat 
transfer fluid. It usually has two metal plates separated a few millimeters. Between the 
two plates, there are welded tubes through the heat transfer fluid. There are also plastic 
covers, but most of them are designed for pool heating. 
The part of absorber exposed to the sun is usually covered with a coating to absorb sun-
light. This coating is usually done by painting or selective surfaces. The effectiveness of 
the coating is given by its emissivity and absorptance values. Selective surfaces have an 
absorption coefficient similar as the paintings (0.8 or 0.9), but the emission coefficient 
is considerably less, (0.1 for the selective surfaces and 0.8 or 0.9 for paints). They also 
have better global performance and durability, but its cost is higher. 
When choosing the absorber, it is important to take into account the following characte-
ristics: 
- The pressure drop in systems by thermosyphon. 
- The internal corrosion: in order of avoid the corrosion, it is necessary to not 
couple copper and iron materials in the circuit. Furthermore, although initially 
the heat transfer fluid is not corrosive, it can degrade due to temperature and be-
comes corrosive. 
- The thermal inertia: in areas where there is an strong alternating climate, a stong 
thermal inertia of the absorber would not allow the fluid temperature range to be 
achieved in periods of continuous radiation. 
- The uniformity of heat transfer fluid circulation: If there is not a proper fluid 
flow, the heat provided to these areas will be poorly distributed, the temperature 
will rise abnormally and heat losses will be greater. 
- The heat transmission from the absorbing plate to the heat transfer fluid: it de-
pends on the conductivity and thickness of the metal from the absorbing plate is 
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made, the separation between the tubes, their diameter, the fluid regime, and the 
welding between the plate and tubes. 
- The inlet and outlet pressure drop in the absorber. 
- Thermal bridges between the absorber and the non insulated 
collector. 
- The pressure resistance, either by direct connection between the absorber and  
the network or due to obstruction of the primary circuit in a 
forced circulation system. 
The insulation protects the bottom of the absorber from the 
heat losses. A proper insulation should have the following characteristics: 
- Good behavior to high temperature, in some cases a reflective metal foil reflec-
tive is placed between the absorber and the insulation to prevent the absorber to 
receive direct radiation. 
- Low vapor release as a result of a high warming. 
- Durability. 
- Homogeneity of their properties with moisture conditions. 
The aim of the shell is to protect and support various elements of the collector and join 
the collector and the support structure. The shell should have the following features: 
- High stiffness. 
- Strength of fasteners. 
- Resistance to temperature variations. 
- Resistance to corrosion and chemical instability. 
- Ventilation of the interior of the collector. 
- Retention of water, ice and snow outside the collector 
- Easy removal of the cover or the top of the shell to access the absorber. 
There are a lot of collectors in the market with all the previous characteristics and simi-
lar prizes, but for starting the calculations the collector choosing will be SOL 2800 se-
lective from Salvador Escoda S.A. [T4.3][F4.4][23][24]: 
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Table 4.3: Collector characteristics 
Solar collector 
Manufacturer Salvador Escoda S.A. 
Model SOL 2800 selective 
Type Plate collector 
Area 2.78   
Absorber Copper (0.12  ) 
Number of absorber tubes 10 + 2 collector tubes 
Price 595.00 € 
 
 
Figure 4.4: SOL 2800 selective collector 
The distance between two rows of collectors, taking into account its inclination will be 
[16]: 
  
 
           
                 
-                              . 
-   is the inclination of the collector (     ). 
- L is the length of the collector (        ). 
- l is the latitude (l=40 ). 
Thus, due to the size of the roof (10x28m) and the distance between collectors calcu-
lated previously, it is possible to install just two rows of collectors. The width of the 
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chosen collector is 1.206 m and it is necessary to leave a two meters free space in the 
each row to facilitate the installation and maintenance. Then, it is possible to install 21 
collectors in each row: 
                              
                    
              
 
       
     
                               
And the number maximum of collectors in the installation will be 42; however, when 
calculating the exact number of collectors needed the energy required, irradiation, lost 
in sewers, pipes, etc. and heat exchanger efficiency will be taken into account. 
The best way to connect the collectors is the parallel connection; the flow through each 
collector is the result of dividing the total flow by the number of collectors. The main 
reason is the large diameter pipe inside the panel, which allows the connection of mul-
tiple panels. 
The collector has ten parallel absorber tubes and two cross tubes that work as collectors 
of the parallel tubes. Each absorber tube has a length of 2255 mm and the collector 
tubes have a width of 1200 mm.  
4.1.3 Calculation of required surface and solar fraction 
4.1.3.1 Calculation of the losses due to the efficiency 
The first estimation for the collector surface will be done using the average annual radi-
ation and temperature without taking into account the losses due to the wind. Later, this 
first result of collectors and temperatures at different points of the system may be used 
to initialize successive iterations of calculation. When the collection area is calculated, it 
is possible calculated the solar fraction. 
For this first approximation, the average daily incident solar radiation on a 50  inclined 
surface will be: 
        
  
  
       
    
  
      [4.15] 
And the daily irradiation is: 
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- h is the average hours of sun per day. 
The inclination and orientation losses are in the range 0-5 %. On the other hand, there is 
no element that shades on the installation; thus there are no losses due to the shadows. 
So, the losses are within the established limit. 
The design of the collector area, in a first approximation, has been done using a system 
of characteristics equations of the circuit [9]. 
The problem to be solved contains seven unknowns: 
-     is the ingoing collector temperature. 
-     is the outgoing collector temperature. 
-      is the ingoing heat exchanger temperature. 
-      is the outgoing heat exchanger temperature. 
-    is the average tank temperature. 
-      is the outgoing tank temperature. 
-   is the collector area. 
The values that are known because have been previously calculated or because they are 
properties of the elements, are: 
-    is the radiation on the inclined plane and it depends on the latitude and incli-
nation. This parameter was calculated previously (           
  
  
). 
-     is the heat exchanger (    = 0.7). 
-       is the HSW consumption (               ). 
-          is the average supply water temperature (               ). 
-      is the average ambient temperature (             ). 
-     is the specific heat of the heat exchange fluid (          
  
    
). 
-     is the specific heat of the water (    4.188 
  
    
). 
-        is the specific heat of the consumption water (           4.188 
  
    
). 
- ρ
 
 is the fluid density (ρ
 
      
  
  
). 
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- ρ
 
 is the water density (ρ
 
      
  
  
). 
-      is the consumption temperature of heat sanitary water (          ). 
-   is the solar fraction (     ). 
-       is the first estimation of the collector area (                     
            ). 
And, finally, the variable values are the flow through the primary circuit (   ) and the 
secondary circuit (   ) because they can be regulated by the circulation pump.  
The variation of the flow will influence the amount of energy transferred to the second-
ary circuit. The manufacturer recommends a flow on the collectors around 76 l/h·  . 
The heat exchanger will be a balanced exchange; so,     . 
                ρ        
  
 
           
ANNUAL CALCULATION 
The seven equations to solve the seven unknown values are the following ones: 
1.Energy balance in solar collectors 
 
Figure 4.5: Energy balance in the collector 
According to the previous figure [F4.5], the stored effect (stored energy per unit time) 
is: 
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- The system is stationary; thus 
   
  
  . 
-    is the radiation on the inclined plane and it depends on the latitude and 
inclination. This parameter was calculated previously. 
- A is the collector area. 
-    is the optical coefficient of the collector, which corresponds to 0.704 for the 
chosen collector. 
-    is the coefficient of conduction and convection losses. 
-     is defined as the heat that comes to the collector but they are not able to 
grasp. It can be obtained from the efficiency curve. 
        
            
    
             
 
   
   
    
 
                  
    
   
    
    
            
 
                 
            
  
           
-                  is the useful heat. 
And finally, the energy balance in the collector is: 
                               
            
  
           
2.Energy balance in the heat exchanger 
 
Figure 4.6: Energy balance in the heat exchanger 
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As previously mentioned, the heat exchanger [F4.6] is symmetric or balanced; so, 
       . 
3.Heat exchanger efficiency 
Efficiency is the ability to transmit energy exchanger over the maximum possible. Typi-
cal values of efficiency plate heat exchangers range between 70% and 80%. 
For this initial estimate         will be taken as the value of exchanger efficiency. 
    
                   
               
                    
-      is the minimum value between        and       . 
4.Minimum solar contribution 
The fourth equation will be the relationship between the difference outgoing tempera-
ture of the tank (    ) and the consumption temperature (     ), with the supply water 
temperature (       ) [F4.7]. 
This relation is called the minimum solar contribution or solar fraction and it is defined 
as the percentage of energy supplied by solar collectors on the total energy required to 
heat the entire HSW consumed in the building. 
As previously mentioned, the minimum solar fraction should be 70%, which represents 
what temperature can be achieved through the exclusive use of our solar system. 
 
Figure 4.7: Temperature diagram 
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5.Energy balance in the tank 
The energy balance in the tank, according to the following figure [F4.8], will be: 
 
Figure 4.8: Tank energy balance 
                                                                
-       is the HSW consumption (               ). 
-    is the secondary fluid flow in the heat exchanger. 
6.Tank stratification 
The meaning of this equation and the previous one is the heat transfer that takes place 
within the tank between the hot water from the exchanger and cold water from the ex-
ternal supply network and the temperature gradient that is formed within it due to strati-
fication. 
The stratification is a dimensionless coefficient that represents the temperature gradient 
that will occur within the tank [F4.9]: 
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Figure 4.9: Tank stratification 
                    
The gradient within the tank is supposed to be lineal and in the extremes of the tank, it 
is: 
 
                     
                       
             
And according to the figure [F4.10]: 
                                      
In a first approximation, this coefficient will be 0.25: 
                     
   
       
       
               
7.Average temperature within the tank 
Assuming that the tank is completely mixed and doing energy balance: 
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ANNUAL DATA 
And working out with annual data this system of seven equations with seven unknown 
values, the values of the temperature and the area are obtained [T4.4][32]: 
Table 4.4: Operating temperatures and area for the annual data 
             
K °C K °C K °C 
318 45 316.7 43.7 322 49 
             
K °C K °C K °C 
316.5 43.5 325.3 52.3 319.2 46.2 
Area (  ) 
36.9 
 
                                      
                                                 
                     
 
          
                                
And the total collection area is: 
                               
After having calculated the initial estimation for the number of collectors required, the 
study should continue by analyzing monthly temperature and solar fraction. At this 
moment, it is not required to comply with the rules regarding excess capacity of the fa-
cility because the losses due to wind are not taken into account, so in this section shall 
only be assessed losses covered by the standard curve, these being the loss optical (  ) 
and losses by conduction and convection (  ). 
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The solar fraction and the actual operating temperatures are going to be calculated by 
the previous; but this time, instead of being the collection area one of the unknown val-
ues, it will be the solar fraction. 
The mass flow through the circuit also changes when varying the absorption area; the 
new flow will be: 
             ρ    
 
    
 
   
      
         
        
  
      
  
 
               
Thus, operating temperatures for the actual annual average will be [T4.5]: 
Table 4.5: Operating temperatures 
             
K °C K °C K °C 
319.3 46.3 318 45 323.5 50.5 
             
K °C K °C K °C 
317.7 44.7 326.8 53.8 320.5 47.5 
 
And the solar fraction will be: 
                   
 
MONTHLY CALCULATION 
The previous procedure is also useful when calculation the monthly solar fraction and 
working temperatures, but the data (ambient temperature, irradiation…) changes every 
month [T4.6].  
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Table 4.6: Necessary data for monthly calculation 
 
   (
 
  
)                       (kg/h) 
January 328.02 279  279  318.89 
February 418.77 281  280  275.83 
March 474.32 284  282  261.85 
April 538.71 286  284  262.52 
May 531.67 291  285  250.48 
June 570.32 296  286  243.25 
July 661.4 301  287  216.76 
August 668.68 299  286  189.06 
September 583.1 294  285  217.96 
October 489.07 288  284  238.97 
November 356.48 284  282  249.14 
December 311.39 280  279  307.45 
 
According the legislation, the energy produced by the system should not exceed 110 % 
over the energy required for a single month, and it should not be higher than the energy 
required during three months in a row. For this purpose, those periods in which demand 
is below to 50% of the average for the rest of the year are not taken into account. If this 
point is not accomplished, heat dispersion systems (i.e. heaters) should be installed 
The data obtained are shown in the table below [T4.7][T4.8]: 
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Table 4.7: Working temperatures and solar fraction (I) 
 Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun 
     °   26.5 33.5 39.3 45.3 47.1 51.8 
   °   25.5 32.2 37.8 43.6 45.4 49.9 
     °   29.6 37.5 43.8 50.5 52.4 57.7 
     °   25.2 31.9 37.4 43.2 45 49.5 
    °   32.1 40.8 47.6 54.7 56.8 62.5 
    °   27.3 34.5 40.5 46.7 48.5 53.4 
  (%) 38 50 59.4 70.9 73.6 82.6 
 
 
Table 4.8: Working temperatures and solar fraction (II) 
 Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 
         59.8 58.9 51.3 42.8 31.9 25.8 
       57.5 56.6 49.3 41.2 30.8 24.8 
         66.7 65.8 57.2 47.6 35.4 28.8 
         57 56.1 48.9 40.9 30.5 24.6 
        72.4 71.5 62.1 51.6 38.2 31.2 
        61.6 60.7 52.9 44.1 32.8 26.6 
  (%) 99.5 97.7 81.9 65 44.9 36.6 
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The monthly solar fraction is shown in the following figure [F4.10]: 
 
Figure 4.10: Monthly solar fraction 
 
4.1.3.2 Calculation of the system with losses due to wind 
There are two types of losses to be considered in the solar energy system: forced con-
vection losses due to wind on the items located on the roof (collectors and pipes) and 
natural convection losses in the section from the roof to the room where the accumulator 
will be located, but these losses will be negligible [Appendix B]. 
 
LOSSES IN THE COLLECTOR 
The total thermal resistance produced by the collector due to wind will be calculated by 
an equivalent thermal diagram, showing all the resistances of conduction and convec-
tion resulting in the transfer of heat produced. 
Thermal contact resistances have been neglected, for simplicity in calculations, and be-
cause their value is very small and can be neglected without altering any numerical re-
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sult. Here is a scheme of the section of a solar panel and successive thermal resistances 
that are consider [F4.11]: 
 
Figure 4.11: Section of a solar collector 
 
There are 6 thermal resistances from inside the pipe to the ambient [F4.12]: 
 
Figure 4.12: Thermal resistances (I) 
-     is the heat that the fluid within the coil loses for the environment. 
-          
 
      
 is the convection thermal resistance inside the coil. 
-       
  
  
  
              
 is the pipe thermal resistance. 
-    
   
      
  is the paint thermal resistance. 
-      
  
        
 is the thermal resistance in the space between the absorbers and 
the cover. 
-    
    
       
 is the cover thermal resistance. 
-    
 
     
 is the convection thermal resistance on the panel surface. 
-     is the ambient temperature. 
-    is the average temperature within the coil. 
And, as can be seen in Appendix B, the thermal resistances in the collector are [T4.9]: 
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Table 4.9: Thermal resistances (K /W) 
                             
                                           0.004 
 
So, the global equivalent resistance will be: 
          
 
 
            
    
 
   
       
 
 
           
 
LOSSES IN PIPELINES. 
When calculating the pipe losses, firstly, it must be differentiated the losses on the pipes 
depending on where they are located  
- For the pipes that are outside the building, it must be taken into account the wind 
speed, which means the generation of forced convection. 
- For pipes that are inside the building, where there is no wind, the losses are cal-
culated depending on the natural convection due to air that is around them, these 
losses are really small and therefore, they are negligible. 
From inside the pipe to the thermal environment, there are 4 resistances whose outline is 
as follows [Appendix B][F4.13]: 
 
Figure 4.13: : Thermal resistances (II) 
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-     is the heat lost by the fluid from inside the pipe to the environment. 
 
-          
 
      
 is the convection thermal resistance inside the pipe. 
-       
  
  
  
             
 is the copper pipes thermal resistance. 
 
-             
  
           
  
                     
 is the insulation thermal resistance for conduction 
transmission. 
-    
 
     
 is the convection thermal resistance from the insulation to the envi-
ronment. 
When calculating the losses of the pipes exposed to the wind, it is important also to 
make a distinction depending on the temperature of the water that flows through it. 
However, the length of both pipes will be the same: 
-                
-               
Therefore, the fluid properties change because they will not be at the same temperature 
inside the cold and hot water pipes [F4.10]. 
Table 4.10: Properties of the fluid inside the cold and hot water temperature 
Pipes 
Heat exchanger fluid: Propylene Glycol 
μ(
  
   
) υ(
  
 
  ρ(
  
  
) k(
 
   
) Pr Cp(
  
    
) 
Cold                                              
Hot                                              
 
So, according to Appendix B, the thermal resistances in the pipes will be [T4.11]: 
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Table 4.11: Thermal resistances (K /W) 
Pipe                               
Cold water                                
Hot water                                
 
So, the global equivalent resistance will be: 
                           
 
 
              
                          
 
 
              
And finally, taking into account the small difference between both values and with all 
the thermal resistances, the global heat transfer coefficient can be calculated: 
    
 
   
            
                            
 
 
            
                           
 
 
            
All these values are taken in to account just the average data for a year but when calcu-
lating the monthly solar fraction it will be also necessary the monthly data. 
 
ANNUAL CALCULATION 
After the calculation of the total thermal resistance due to losses by wind in the collec-
tors and piping, the solar fraction will be calculated with the same method used for the 
calculation of the solar fraction without the losses due to wind [5][9]. 
 The diagram with the working temperatures will be [F4.14]: 
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Figure 4.14: Solar energy diagram 
-      is the ingoing collector temperature. 
-      is the ingoing collector temperature taking into account the losses in the ex-
ternal pipes. 
-      is the outgoing collector temperature. 
-      is the outgoing collector temperature taking into account the losses in the 
external pipes.. 
-      is the ingoing heat exchanger temperature. 
-      is the outgoing heat exchanger temperature. 
-    is the average tank temperature. 
-      is the outgoing tank temperature. 
-   is the solar fraction. 
There are some differences between this diagram and the former one. In this second 
diagram, there are two collector outlet temperatures due to the losses in the pipes; there 
are also two collector inlet temperatures. 
The equations will get doing the energy balance in different circuit elements, such as in 
the calculation without loss, but taking into account de differences mentioned.  
1. Energy balance in solar collectors 
According to the previous figure [F4.15], the stored effect (stored energy per unit time) 
is: 
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      Figure 4.15: Energy balance in the collector 
 
- The system is stationary; thus 
   
  
  . 
-    is the radiation on the inclined plane and it depends on the latitude and 
inclination. This parameter was calculated previously. 
- A is the collector area. 
-    is the optical coefficient of the collector, which corresponds to 0.704 for the 
chosen collector. 
-    is the coefficient of conduction and convection losses. 
-     is defined as the heat that comes to the collector but they are not able to 
grasp. It can be obtained from the efficiency curve and the heat losses in the col-
lector. 
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-                    is the useful heat. 
And finally, the energy balance in the collector is: 
                  
             
         
  
            
 
       
 
  
                       
   
         
         
 
                   
 
 
2. Energy balance in the heat exchange 
In the same way, accorfing to the figure [F4.16], the energy balance in the heat ex-
changer is: 
 
Figure 4.16: Energy balance in the heat exchanger 
                                                      
As previously mentioned, the heat exchanger in symmetric or balanced; so,       . 
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3. Heat exchanger efficiency 
The heat exchanger efficiency will be: 
    
                   
                
                
-      is the minimum value between        and       . 
4. Energy balance in the secondary circuit 
The energy balance in the secondary circuit will be: 
                                                             
5. Solar fraction 
Taking into account use, consumption and supply temperatures [F4.17], the solar frac-
tion (f) will be: 
 
Figure 4.17: Temperature diagram 
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6. Stratification in the tank 
The stratification temperature in the tank will be according to the following formula 
[F4.18]: 
 
Figure 4.18: Tank stratification 
   
       
       
               
7. Average temperature within the tank 
The average temperature within in the tank will be: 
   
                     
        
             
 
8. Energy balance in the hot water pipe 
The energy balance in the hot water pipe will be: 
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9. Energy balance in the cold water pipe 
And finally, the energy balance in the cold water pipe will be: 
                   
 
     
   
                       
   
         
         
 
            
After all equations have been developed all the equations, it is necessary to calculate the 
annual and monthly working temperatures and solar fraction. 
The annual data obtained will be [T4.12]: 
Table 4.12: Yearly solar fraction and working temperatures 
         44.9 
       43.6 
         49 
         43.4 
         52.5 
         52 
         46.3 
         45.9 
  (%) 70.4 
 
MONTHLY CALCULATION 
As before, for the monthly calculation, it will be needed the equivalent resistances in the 
pipes and the collector and the previously calculated variable data calculated for each 
month are the data shown in the previous points[T3.1][T3.6][T4.9][T4.11]: 
And dhe data obtained are shown in the table below [T4.13][T4.14][32]: 
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Table 4.13: Working temperatures and solar fraction (I) 
 Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun 
     °   25.7 32.7 38.33 44 45.8 50.3 
   °   24.7 31.4 36.8 42.3 44.12 48.4 
     °   28.6 36.6 42.7 49 51 56 
     °   24.4 31.1 36.5 42 43.7 48 
     °   31.4 40 46.7 53.44 55.5 60.9 
     °   30.9 39. 46.2 52.9 55 60.4 
     °   26.8 34 39.8 45.7 47.5 52.1 
     °   26.3 33.3 39.3 45.2 47 51.6 
  (%) 36.8 48.7 57.9 68.8 71.5 80 
 
Table 4.14: Working temperatures and solar fraction (II) 
 Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 
         58.1 57.3 49.7 41.3 30.8 24.9 
       55.8 55.1 47.7 39.8 29.7 23.9 
         64.8 64 55.4 46 34.1 27.7 
         55.3 54.6 47.3 39.5 29.4 23.7 
         70.5 69.9 60.4 50 37.1 30.4 
         70 69.4 59.9 49.5 36.6 29.9 
         60.1 59.4 51.5 42.9 32 26 
         59.6 58.9 51 42.4 31.5 25.4 
  (%) 96.6 95 79.3 62.7 43.3 35.3 
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Figure 4.19: Monthly solar fraction 
The monthly solar fraction is shown in the following figure [F4.19]. Therefore, there is 
not any month in which the energy obtained is greater than the energy required, so it is 
not necessary to add any element that the excess energy. 
 
4.1.4 Heat Exchanger 
As previous mentioned, the heat exchanger is a key element in the system as it is the 
one which transfers the energy captured in the solar collector (primary circuit: wa-
ter/propylene glycol) to the storage tank of hot water (auxiliary circuit: drinking water). 
The proper kind for this system will be a plate heat exchanger with the same flow for 
both circuits (symmetric flow) and forced circulation. It will be a cross-flow exchanger 
to provide a greater efficiency and there will be one step through the exchanger per flu-
id. 
When dimensioning the exchanger, it is necessary to know the annual ingoing and out-
going temperature of both fluids that have been calculated previously. 
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The temperature values for the primary circuit, the fluid that comes from the collector, 
are: 
                                     
                                     
And the temperatures values for the secondary circuit (consumption water) are: 
                                      
                                      
However, for the design of heat exchanger is necessary to know the heat to transfer 
power from primary to secondary circuit. Then, with its data, this coefficient should be 
equal to that calculated. 
For this purpose, firstly, the overall coefficient of heat transfer will be calculated choos-
ing a particular exchanger model [T4.15][F4.20][27]. 
Table 4.15: Heat exchanger 
Heat exchanger 
Manufacturer Alfa Laval 
Model M3-FM 
Type Plate exchanger 
Material of the plates Stainless steel 
Maximum working pressure 1 MPa 
Maximum working temperature 140    
Price 601 € 
 
And some necessary data of this exchanger will be: 
-   is the exchange area per plate (         ). 
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-   ihe distance between plates (         ). 
-   is the high of each plate (        ). 
-   is the width of each plate (         ). 
-    is the thickness of each plate (          ). 
-     is the thermal conductivity of stainless steel (       
 
   
). 
-    is the characteristic length (              ). 
-        is the area of each plate (                  
 ). 
-        is the area of each canal (                   
    ). 
 
 
Figure 4.20: Alfa Laval M3-FM heat exchanger 
The properties of both fluids (water/propylene glycol in the primary and water in the 
secondary) will be [T4.16]: 
Table 4.16: Fluid properties 
Circuit 
Heat exchanger fluid: Propylene Glycol; Secondary fluid:Water 
μ(
  
   
) υ(
  
 
  ρ(
  
  
) k(
 
   
) Pr Cp(
  
    
) 
Primary                                               
Secondary                                
   
And the flow used for the calculations is the same that the one used in previous calcula-
tions for wind losses: 
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When all this information, it is possible to calculate the output heat: 
                       
                                            
                                            
And, as previous mentioned, according to the log mean temperature difference the trans-
fer heat will be [4][20]: 
               
 
    
           
-      is log mean temperature difference (     
                       
    
         
         
 
     ). 
    
 
    
 
 
    
         
 
 
           
 
And the equivalent resistance will be: 
    
 
   
           
 
 
           
 
And when the equivalent resistance is known, it is possible to know the number of 
plates (n) needed for the hear exchange, that will be 155 [27]. Then, taking into account, 
the overall heat coefficient will be calculated through the following equations: 
 
   
 
 
  
 
  
   
 
 
  
                     
   and    are resistances of the are the resistances of the contaminants deposits of each 
fluid. Normally, it is around     
    
 
; so, it is not going to take into account during 
designing this exchanger and the equivalent resistance will be: 
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When the number of plates is known, it is necessary to calculate the convection coeffi-
cient    and   ; as have been done in the previous steps: 
  
    
  
           
-   is the total area of the heat exchanger (                
 ). 
-        is the flow through each exchanger canal (       
    
   
 
       
  
 
). 
-             and           are the velocities of each flow through the exchanger 
canals. These values are needed to calculate the Reynolds number. 
          
      
           
          
 
 
           
          
      
           
         
 
 
            
-     and     are the Reynolds numbers of the fluids. 
    
              
  
                  
    
              
  
              
And the Nusselt number will be: 
           
        
                   
           
        
                   
-    and    are the Prandtl numbers (           and    =6.64). 
And after all these values are calculated, the convection coefficient will be: 
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And the equivalent resistance will be: 
    
 
  
 
  
   
 
 
  
         
 
 
          
Finally, the global transmission heat coefficient will be: 
    
 
   
     
 
   
          
           
 
 
          
And this values is similar to the one calculated at the beginning of the heat exchanger, 
so the chosen exchanger is proper for this facility. 
 
4.1.5 Circulation Pump 
The heat transfer fluid transport along the primary circuit is done with the help of circu-
lating pumps, which are devices powered by an electric motor capable of supplying the 
fluid an amount of energy to overcome the resistance of the fluid passing through the 
pipe and other elements [12]. 
There are three main types of circulating pumps: 
- Reciprocating pumps. 
- Rotary pumps. 
- Centrifugal pumps which are the type used in solar energy systems. 
Due to the length of the circuit, the load losses are important and they are necessary to 
be calculated for the correct choice of pumps. The solar collector is located on the roof 
of the building, while the heat exchanger, the storage tank and the boiler in the base-
ment of the building, without being outdoors. 
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The building is 51 meters long from the basement to the roof, while the piping system, 
both upstream and downstream is 142 meters. 
The largest pressure drop will be on this circuit, because the height difference has to be 
overcome there to transport the fluid from the basement to the roof. 
The power of the pump needed for the facility will be calculated using the following 
expressions[12]: 
   
    
   
           
-    is the pump power ( ). 
-    is the pressure variation along the circuit (  ). 
-   is the flow through the primary circuit (
  
 
). 
-     is the fluid density (
  
  
). 
-   is the efficiency of the conversion from electrical energy to flow energy. 
And the pressure drop experienced by the fluid will be: 
                                   
Pressure drop in the collectors 
According to the manufacturer, the pressure drop in the collectors used in this facility 
will be: 
                         
As the collectors are connected in parallel, the pressure drop of all collectors will be 
equivalent to the pressure drop in a single collector; so the total pressure drop in the 
collectors will be: 
                       
Pressure drop in the heat exchanger 
The pressure drop in plate heat exchangers is normally calculated as: 
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-   is the length pipe (        ) 
-    is the characteristic length (          ). 
-    is the heat exchanger fluid density (          
  
  
). 
-         is the velocity of the fluid through a canal of the heat exchanger (        
         
 
 
). 
-   is the friction factor. 
                  
And   and  are constant values depending on the Reynolds number [T4.17]: 
Table 4.17: C and M constant values. 
       
      17 -1 
          6.29 -0.57 
           1.141 -0.2 
       0.581 -0.1 
 
Reynolds number will be: 
    
               
  
                 
And therefore, the friction factor and the pressure loss in the heat exchanger will be: 
                              
                        
Pressure drop in the circuit 
The pressure drop the circuit is normally calculated as: 
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Continuous load losses are those generated by the friction of the fluid with the pipe wall 
and therefore they depend on: 
-       is the length of the hot and cold water pipes(          ). 
-    is the heat exchanger fluid density (          
  
  
). 
-     is the internal diameter (       ). 
-     is the fluid velocity (           
 
   
     
     
     
       
 
 
 
 
 
           . 
-   is the friction factor, is calculated from the Reynolds number and relative 
roughness, through the curves of the Moody diagram. 
The roughness coefficient of copper is             , so the relative roughness 
coefficient  will be: 
  
   
  
 
        
    
                    
And the Reynolds number will be: 
    
         
  
                                     
 
 
Figure 4.21: : Moody diagram 
When the value of the Reynolds number and relative roughness, it is possible to obtain 
the friction factor with the Moody diagram [F4.21]: 
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And this value can be checked using the Gnielinski correlation shown below, conclud-
ing that the friction factor is similar to the one obtained with the Moody diagram: 
                                         
And the located pressure losses depend on: 
-         are the losses in the elements of the circuit. 
They can be produced by the following elements: 
-  Input or output pipes. 
-  Abrupt widening or contraction. 
-  Curves, elbows and T´s. 
-  Valves open or partially closed. 
- Gradual widening or contractions. 
Just the elbows and the entrances and exits of the deposit will be taken into account, 
neglecting the losses due to partially closed valves. 
Usually localized pressure losses are measured experimentally and correlated with flow 
parameters, so they depend largely on the manufacturer of the elements and the values 
of this study will be estimations. 
In the solar circuit there are no abrupt entrances and exits of consideration, so the pres-
sure loss due to elbows is the only important loss [T4.18]: 
Table 4.18: Losses in the primary circuit 
Element of the circuit k Amount Total 
Pipe elbow 1.2 12 14.4 
 
And the losses along the primary circuit will be: 
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 And therefore, the total pressure loss in the primary circuit will be: 
                                              
And with this data, the power of the electric motor is calculated by the equation shown 
below: 
   
    
   
            
The actual efficiency of the pump depends on the type and size. For a small size, as 
those used in solar energy systems, its value is around 0.5. So, the power will be: 
                     
However, it is advisable to use a slightly larger power pump because over time the pres-
sure loss may increase due to wear of the instrument, dirt, etc… 
The pump chosen for the facility will by a centrifugal pump from the manufacturer 
Grundfos and the most proper model is Grundfos Solar 15-65 [T4.19][25]. 
Table 4.19: Pump 
Pump 
Manufacturer Grundfos 
Model Solar 15-65 
Type Centrifugal pump 
Maximum working pressure 10 bar 
Price 350 € 
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4.1.6 Expansion tank 
The expansion tank is a tank whose purpose is to absorb the excess pressure of the fluid 
that goes through the circuit, due to the volume increase that occurs when the fluid ex-
pands by heating. It will prevent fluid loss that would occur when the safety valve is 
activated the safety if high pressures are achieved, so it would not be necessary to fill 
the system with new fluid to keep it pressurized and therefore it would not increase the 
cost of operation and maintenance. 
Deposits are classified into open or closed expansion tanks, but in any case, 
its capacity must be sufficient to support the expansion of the heat transfer fluid. 
In solar energy systems, the expansion tank is closed because they are easy to assemble 
and require no insulation and they do not absorb oxygen from the air. 
The data necessary for the selection of the tank is: 
- Total volume of water (liters) at the facility. 
- Minimum operating temperatura (       ). 
- Maximum temperature that can reach the water during operation of the facility. 
- Minimum and maximum working pressures (1.5 and 4 bar). 
- Expansion volume (l). 
The coefficient of expansion of water for temperatures from 4 °C to 90 °C, 
taking into account the increased volume of water accompanied by an increase in the 
volume available due to the simultaneous expansion of circuit components, can be ex-
pressed by the following equation: 
                                             
                    
If the heat transfer fluid is a solution of propylene glycol in water,    expansion coeffi-
cient should be multiplied by the following correction factor: 
                           
-                               
-                             
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-   is the percentage of propylene glycol in water, valid for the range 20% -50% 
by volume (       ). 
                                    
                               
The expansion coefficient is always positive and less than 1 and represents the 
relationship between the effective volume of expansion tank, which must be equal the 
fluid volume expansion, and the fluid volume in the system. 
Then it is necessary to calculate the pressure coefficient valid for closed expansion 
tanks without fluid transfer out of the system. This value is based on the state equation 
for perfect gases, taking into account that the volume change takes place at constant 
temperature. The coefficient is positive and bigger than 1 and it represents the ratio be-
tween the total and net volume of the expansion tank. 
   
    
         
            
-      is the maximum pressure in the expansion tank, it will be equal to the static 
pressure (            ). 
-      is the minimum pressure in the expansion tank, it will be similar to the 
opening value of safety valve (             ). 
 
   
   
          
                
For a closed expansion tank, with fluid in direct contact with a pressurized gas, the total 
tank volume can be calculated using the following expression: 
                         
 
-      is the total volume of the facility. It is the sum of the volume of collectors, 
heat exchanger and piping system. 
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Finally, the total volume will be: 
                                 
The expansion tank chosen for the faciliry is the model Solar-Plus 25 from Zilmer 
manufacturer [T4.20][F4.22][26]. 
Table 4.20: Expansion tank 
Expansion tank 
Manufacturer Zilmet 
Model Solar-Plus 50 
Type litres 50 
Diameter mm 300 
Height mm 392 
Max pressure 10 
Price 150 € 
 
 
Figure 4.22: Zilmet Solar-Plus 50 expansion tank 
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4.2 Secondary Circuit 
The auxiliary circuit is responsible for heating the water from heat exchanger to supply 
the HSW required in the building. 
The fluid flowing through the auxiliary circuit is the water from supply network that 
comes to the solar collector. The fluid in the bottom of the tank is driven by pump to 
heat exchanger, where captures the energy of the heat transfer fluid and re-enters in the 
tank. At the top of the tank there is outlet water that goes to the support system. 
 
4.2.1 Circulation pump 
The method to calculate this pump will be the same that the used in the calculation of 
the primary circuit pump [12]: 
   
    
   
           
-    is the pump power ( ). 
-    is the pressure variation along the circuit (  ). 
-    is the flow through the primary circuit (
  
 
). 
-     is the fluid density (
  
  
). 
-   is the efficiency of the conversion from electrical energy to flow energy. 
The flow through the secondary or auxiliary circuit is the same that flows through the 
solar or primary circuit, as have been justified in the previous calculations. 
                                   
-         are the losses in the piping system. 
-      are the losses in the heat exchanger 
-      are the losses in the accumulator. 
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Pressure drop in piping system 
The pipe system is approximately 1 meter long; 0.5 meters for the trip from the 
accumulator to the exchanger and 0.5 meters for the trip from the exchanger to the 
accumulator 
So, when the fluid through the circuit (        
  
 
) and the internal diameter 
(       ) are known, the pressure losses per meter can be calculated with the cop-
per losses diagram [F4.23]: 
 
Figure 4.23: Pressure losses diagram (copper) 
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Pressure drop in heat exchanger 
The losses in the heat exchanger are considered the same as in the primary circuit: 
                        
Pressure drop in accumulator and heat exchanger 
The pressure loss in the accumulators is estimated at 10% of the total sum of exchanger 
and pipe losses.  
                                           
And therefore, the pressure drop at the pump in secondary auxiliary circuit is: 
                                            
And with this data, the power of the electric motor is calculated by the equation shown 
below: 
   
    
   
                  
Although the auxiliary circuit pump power is a significantly lower than the solar circuit 
pump power, the model chosen for the facility will be the same than the solar circuit 
model [T4.22][25]. 
Table 4.21: Secondary circuit pump 
Secondary circuit pump 
Manufacturer Grundfos 
Model Solar 15-65 
Type Centrifugal pump 
Maximum working pressure 10 bar 
Price 350 € 
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4.2.2 Solar accumulator 
The solar thermal energy facility for HSW requires an energy storage system that 
enables docked, in time, the supply of solar radiation and hot water demand [16][19]. 
According to legislation, solar accumulation volume must meet the following relation-
ship with the collector area: 
   
 
 
                
Therefore, the accumulation volume must be the similar to the average daily hot water 
demand and according to the collector area calculated previously will be within the fol-
lowing ranges: 
                                           
                   
       
             
   
           
And a solar accumulator proper to this facility could be [T4.21][F4.24][28]: 
 
Figure 4.24: Solar accumulator Acro ISO PS 2500 
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Table 4.22: Solar accumulator 
Solar accumulator 
Manufacturer Acro ISO 
Model PS series 
Volume 2500 l 
Price  2000 € 
 
 
4.3 Support Circuit 
The support circuit is responsible for heating the water from the auxiliary system at 60 
°C when it does not reach that temperature [9]. 
The water comes from the auxiliary circuit, if its temperature is less than 60°C, it passes 
through the boiler and then enters the hot water storage tank. If its temperature is 60 °C 
or more, it takes the alternative route, bypassing the boiler and entering directly into the 
hot sanitarian water accumulator. 
4.3.1 Accumulation tank 
It is the element when the hot sanitarian water is stored at 60 °C before the consump-
tion. 
When dimensioning the accumulator tank, firstly, it is necessary to calculate a shape 
factor and a mix factor that is the ratio between the useful volume of the accumulator 
and the real volume. 
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Peak period   is the peak consumption duration and it is calculated using the following 
equation: 
    
      
        
           
-   is the number of flats in the bilding (  26). 
    
       
         
                  
Then, it is necessary to calculate the simultaneity factor: 
  
 
    
                     
Once that simultaneity factor and the peak period are calculated and the peak period; the 
maximum flow which will be measured at the maximum consumption hour. 
 
     
      
    
 
           
    
 
           
    
    
 
 
           
 
-          for sanitarian water at 60  .  
The preparation time is the time needed to heat the water needed in the peak period, 
assuming it as       . 
With all the necessary data, the effective volume of storage tank can be calculated: 
   
    
 
  
 
     
 
   
 
     
 
         
                    
And therefore, the total volume will be: 
   
  
 
 
                    
This value is the minimum volume that the HSW accumulation tank can be. 
The accumulator PS 500 from the Acro ISO manufacturer will be the chosen one for 
this purpose [T4.23][28]. 
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Table 4.23: Accumulator 
Accumulator 
Manufacturer Acro ISO 
Model PS Series 500 
Volume 500 l 
 
4.3.2 Boiler 
The supply boiler will be calculated from the volume of the accumulator. The HSW 
accumulation systems have important losses through the envelope of the storage tank 
and losses in the distribution network. 
These losses must be taken into account in calculating the power of the boiler and some 
of them are: 
- Availability losses are the losses produced because the deposit is permanently 
ready for use, although sometimes, the consumption does not exist: 
   
       
    
 
       
    
                  
     is the total volume (   
  
  
         ). 
- Output power that will be supplied to the boiler in the peak period will be: 
   
                         
    
 
     
  
                   
  
       
            
                    
-Distribution losses are the losses due to the HSW distribution and return flow. They 
depend largely on the level of insulation of pipes although experimental data confirm 
that the losses can be calculated by the following equation: 
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The total power of the boiler, assuming that the solar energy system will not be opera-
tional, will be the sum of useful power plus the losses of the circuit 
                                                
The boiler is an element installed in the previous conventional energy system, so they 
can be reused and it is not necessary to add these new items. The boiler previous 
installed is the model ZWR420 from Junkers [T4.24][F4.25]:  
Table 4.24: Boiler 
Boiler 
Manufacturer Junkers 
Model ZWR420 
Maximum useful power 420 kW 
 
 
Figure 4.25: Junkers ZWR420 
 
4.4 System Summary 
The system will consist of 14 solar collectors that can supply 64.8 % of the total sanita-
rian hot water demand. Thus, it can supply 538671 liters of hot water per year. 
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The system consists of three interconnected circuits: solar circuit, secondary circuit and 
support circuit. The connections are made by pipes. 
Solar circuit 
The solar circuit will be composed by the following elements [T4.25]: 
Table 4.25: Solar circuit elements 
Item Units 
Solar collector Salvador Escoda S.A. SOL 2800 selective 14 
Collector bracket Salvador Escoda S.A. SOL 2800 selective 14 
Sonnerkraft propylene glycol solution (40 l) 1 
Centrifugal pump Grundfos 15-65 1 
Expansion tank Zilmet Solar Plus 50 1 
 
Secondary circuit 
The secondary circuit will be composed by the following elements [T4.26]: 
Table 4.26: Secondary circuit elements 
Item Units 
Heat exchanger Alfa Laval M3-FM 1 
HSW accumulator Acro ISO PS2500 1 
Centrifugal pump Grundfos 15-65 1 
 
Support circuit 
And finally, the support circuit will be composed by the following elements [T4.27]: 
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Table 4.27: Support circuit elements 
Item Units 
Boiler Junkers ZWR420 1 
HSW accumulator Acro ISO PS500 1 
 
In addition, there will be elements as valves, elbow pipes… along the three circuits. 
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5. ECONOMIC STUDY 
The efficiency of renewable energy is increasing more and more; and sometimes it is 
over the traditional energy, mainly based on fossil fuel. One of the reasons for the prof-
itability of renewable energies is the rising price of traditional energy sources due to the 
increasing cost of extraction and the depletion of these resources. 
The installation of a collectors system provides a saving, in this facility, in natural gas. 
However, this saving occurs after an initial investment that is going to be calculated as 
following. 
The initial investment for building a solar heat water facility is much higher than the 
necessary to install a traditional system as a collective or individual boiler. Therefore, it 
is necessary to calculate the payback period and the saving in consumption of natural 
gas or diesel for deciding if the facility is, in long term, a good option 
Nowadays, these facilities are becoming more reliable and require not require much 
maintenance, they can work seamlessly over 20 years, so currently, they are a good op-
tion over other traditional sources. 
The profitability of these facilities is linked to the efficiency getting from solar radia-
tion; there is a close relation between the profitability of the facility and the solar frac-
tion achieved with it. The higher the solar fraction, most of the energy required by con-
sumers will be satisfied without using traditional sources and therefore, it would gener-
ate more savings (and lower environmental impact) and a quicker amortization. 
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5.1 Initial investment  
The price of the different components of eacg circuit are shown in the following table 
[T5.1]. 
 
Table 5.1: Elements budget 
Item Units Unit price (€) Total price (€) 
Primary circuit 
Solar collector Salvador Escoda S.A. SOL 2800 
selective 
14 595.00 8330 
Collector bracket Salvador Escoda S.A. SOL 2800 
selective 
14 64.00 896 
Sonnerkraft propylene glycol solution (40 l) 1 240 240 
Centrifugal pump Grundfos 15-65 1 350 350 
Expansion tank Zilmet Solar Plus 50 1 150 150 
Secondary circuit 
Heat exchanger Alfa Laval M3-FM 1 601 601 
HSW accumulator Acro ISO PS2500 1 2000 2000 
Centrifugal pump Grundfos 15-65 1 350 350 
Support circuit 
HSW accumulator Acro ISO PS500 1 500 500 
Other items (valves, pipes…)   400 
Total price 13817 
 
Moreover, there will be costs due to the installation assembly, installation and labor.  
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These costs will be around 30 % of the elements cost; so, the total initial investment will 
be: 
                                           
                                                   
5.2 Payback Period 
The amortization period is the time it would take to recover the initial investment with 
the traditional energy savings. 
For this purpose, the following information is required [T5.2]: 
Table 5.2: Energy saved 
Days/month Qdaily(MJ/day) Qmonthly(MJ/month) 
Solar 
fraction 
Solar energy 
(kWh) 
 
January 31 575.83 17851 36.8 1824.8 
February 28 549.96 15399.12 48.7 2083.2 
March 31 502.38 15574.04 57.9 2504.8 
April 30 510.8 15324.14 68.8 2928.6 
May 31 477.42 14800.23 71.5 2939.5 
June 30 453.99 13619.87 80 3026.6 
July 31 395.94 12274.23 96.6 3293.6 
August 31 352.85 10938.59 95 2886.6 
September 30 415.45 12463.6 79.3 2745.4 
October 31 440.51 13655.83 62.7 2378.4 
November 30 478 14340.02 43.3 1724.8 
December 31 555.18 17210.61 35.3 1687.6 
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And the total energy obtained by solar energy will be: 
                                      
When calculating the savings of the system (S), it is necessary to consider the energy 
savings produced by the facility, which is equal to the solar fraction, so the energy sav-
ing will be kW/h. 
This value will be the most important to calculate the NPV (Net Present Value), 
which will be calculated as follows: 
                           
-         is the energy saved during a year. 
-   is the heat prize. 
     
 
  
   
   
                 
-   is the fuel unit cost. 
- 
   
   
 is the ratio between the lower heating value and the higher heating value. 
-   is the energy conversion efficiency. 
The price of the energy c´ (natural gas) will be 0.04181407 
€ 
   
  [29], the calorific value 
is around 0.9 for most common fuels, and the efficiency of the facility 
will be 85%. Therefore, the cost of heat will be: 
         
€ 
   
      
And the annual saving will be: 
                      
 
    
               
Then, it is necessary to evaluate the investment with the method of the Net Present Val-
ue (NPV) that provides a financial valuation in the current context of net cash provided 
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by investment; it is the ratio between the investment incomes and expenses depending 
on the time. 
         
  
      
 
     
  
     
 
  
      
     
  
      
                
-    is the initial investment              . 
-   is the saving per year (               ). 
-   is the rate of investment return (      ). 
-   is the number of years. 
If the investment is profitable, the value of the NPV must be positive [T5.3]. To know 
the number of years needed to amortize the investment would be sufficient to equal 
NPV to zero and calculate n. The calculation will be done iteratively until the expres-
sion used is zero or positive. 
Table 5.3: Net Present Value (NPV) 
Year Benefit (€) Year Benefit (€) 
0 -        7 -7544 
1 -16361.3 8 -6197.3 
2 -14799.5 9 -4883.5 
3 -13275.93 10 -3601.7 
4 -11789.45 11 -2351.1 
5 -10339.22 12 -1131.1 
6 -8924.36 13 59.1 
 
Therefore, the facility will be amortized after 13 year, as can be seen in the table below 
[F5.1]. 
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Figure 5.1: NPV evolution 
On the other hand, according to the legislation, when a solar energy system is installed, 
it is possible to apply to subsidies that largely recovered the initial investment. These 
subsidies have not been taken into account in previous calculations. However, as the 
half-life of the collectors is 20 years, this facility will be profitable even without subsi-
dies. 
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6. AMBIENTAL STUDY 
The use of renewable energy is not only a source of economic savings, but also a source 
of emissions and pollution savings. During last decades, lifestyle is guided to more effi-
cient and less damaging consumption due to the current world situation, in which gov-
ernment policies have realized the damage that has been causing the planet and climate. 
However, it is necessary to take into account the contamination produced in the manu-
facture of all components, especially in the management and handling of heavy metals 
and fluids such as antifreeze, although this field should be controlled by the environ-
mental regulations. 
Another aspect linked directly to the facility in the building is the visual impact is, so it 
is necessary to care for and find the best conditions when installing collectors on build-
ings. 
The reduction of     emission is the main point in the environmental effectiveness of 
these systems 
But is the reduction of     that really supports these technologies and making them 
really cost-effective from an environmental standpoint. The main consequence of the 
implementation of renewable energy is to reduce the effects on the atmosphere such the 
greenhouse effect, that is the phenomenon whereby certain gases, which are compo-
nents of a planetary atmosphere, retain some of the energy emitted by the ground  that 
have been heated by solar radiation.  
Nowadays, the greenhouse effect is being pointed at the Earth by increasing the concen-
tration increasing of so-called greenhouse gases: water vapor (   ), carbon dioxide 
(   ), methane (   ), nitrogen oxides (   ), chlorofluorocarbons (     ) and ozone 
in the troposphere. Solar radiation passes through them, but they trap and retain heat 
from infrared radiation reflected from the ground surface, increasing the temperature of 
the atmosphere. The    emissions cause about 30% of the effect. 
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6.1 Fuel Saving 
The solar installation will allow a reduction in the boiler fuel consumption. In our facili-
ty, the fuel used to heat the sanitarian water will be Natural Gas. The saving fuel will be 
calculated as following: 
                                
-   is the energy provided by the solar collectors (  ). 
-   is the fuel volume needed to produce the energy (  ). 
-     is the lower heating value (         
  
   
). 
-  
      
 is the boiler efficiency ( 
      
    ) 
The only unknown value is the fuel consumption that will be: 
      
 
     
      
             
And the fuel savings will be shown in the following table [T6.1]: 
Table 6.1: Fuel saved 
 
Qmonthly 
(KJ) 
SF 
Solar 
energy 
(MJ) 
Fuel 
saved 
(  ) 
 
Qmonthly 
(KJ) 
SF 
Solar 
energy 
(MJ) 
Fuel 
saved 
(  ) 
Jan 17851 36.8 6569.2 178.4 July 12274.23 96.6 11856.9 322 
Feb 15399.12 48.7 7499.4 203.6 Aug 10938.59 95 10391.7 282.2 
March 15574.04 57.9 9017.4 244.9 Sep 12463.6 79.3 9883.6 268.4 
April 15324.14 68.8 10543 286.3 Oct 13655.83 62.7 8562.2 232.5 
May 14800.23 71.5 10582.2 287.3 Nov 14340.02 43.3 6209.2 168.6 
June 13619.87 80 10895.9 295.9 Dec 17210.61 35.3 6075.3 165 
 
Therefore, the annual fuel savings will be         . 
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6.2     Emissions Avoided 
With the use of solar energy, the installation will stop issuing large amount of 
    into the atmosphere. To know how much     will be stopped emitting, it is neces-
sary to know the composition of natural gas [T6.2]: 
Table 6.2: Gas Natural components 
Hydrocarbon Chemical Composition % 
Methane     91.4 
Ethane      7.2 
Propane      0.8 
Nitrogen    0.6 
 
The natural gas combustion will be considered as a stoichiometric reaction, and the only 
products formed will be   ,     and  . 
        
 
 
                  
 
 
           
 
 
                
-   and   are number of moles. 
As the natural gas composition is expressed in % of volume, it is necessary to convert it 
into moles using the ideal gas state equation: 
                       
-   is the pressure (in normal conditions,                 ). 
-   is the gas volume (the volume supposed is 1  ). 
-   is the number of moles. 
-   is the ideal gas constant (        
 
     
 ). 
-   is the temperature (in normal conditions,       ). 
And the number of moles is: 
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When the number of moles in 1   of gas is known, this value is multiplied by the cor-
responding percentage of the natural gas components because the volume percentage is 
the same than the moles percentage [T6.3][29]. 
Table 6.3: Number of moles 
Hydrocarbon Chemical Composition Moles 
Methane     37.37 
Ethane      2.94 
Propane      0.327 
Nitrogen    0.245 
 
And using balance of carbon, hydrogen, oxygen and nitrogen balance, the number of  
    moles will be: 
                                                    
                                        
So, there will be 44.23 moles of     per cubic meter of natural gas. 
To know the corresponding mass to these moles, the following expression will be used: 
  
 
  
               
-   is the number of moles. 
-   is the mass ( ). 
-    is the     molecular weight (     ). 
Therefore, the     mass will be         . 
To calculate the CO2 emissions avoided, the amount of CO2 saved [T6.4], which has 
been previously calculated, will be multiplied by the mass: 
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Table 6.4:     emissions avoided 
Fuel saved 
(  ) 
Avoided 
emissions 
(kg) 
 
January 178.4 347.2 
February 203.6 396.2 
March 244.9 476.6 
April 286.3 557.1 
May 287.3 559.1 
June 295.9 575.8 
July 322 626.6 
August 282.2 549.2 
September 268.4 522.3 
October 232.5 452.4 
November 168.6 328.1 
December 165 321.1 
Yearly 2934.6 5710.7 
 
The amount of     that will not be emitted when using this type of solar heating sys-
tem, will be          . 
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7. CONCLUSION 
During this project, it has been studied the hot water supply in a building of 26 homes, 
where are estimated to live 104 persons, with a solar energy system.  
The study was conducted based on the energy required to heat the water needed, and 
after choosing the orientation (south), inclination (50°) and type of collector more 
suitable for the installation, is dimensioned to choose the number of collectors necessary 
taking into account losses that occur in the system [3]. Then, the remaining elements 
will be calculated to meet the needs of the system. These calculations will be made 
following the patterns of consumption and energy demand in the current legislation 
[16]. 
The system will consist on 14 flat solar collectors, a heat exchanger to transmit the heat 
obtained from the heat exchange fluid to the hot sanitarian water and two accumulators; 
one of the to store the water from the heat exchanger and the second one the water is 
stored before the consumption. 
The solar water heating has been developed during last decades and nowadays, in many 
climates such southern European climate, a solar hot water system can provide up to 
85% of domestic hot water energy and in northern European countries, combined hot 
water and space heating systems are used to provide 15 to 25% of home heating energy. 
In this case, solar energy system provides 64.8 % of the thermal needs for the hot water 
supply (           per year). Thus, it fulfills the regulation because, as the building 
is located in Madrid (climatic region IV), the minimum solar region should be 60%. 
There is no excess of solar thermal energy during any month; therefore, the system 
could not be used in a future swimming pool, air conditioning or underfloor heating. 
One of the most notable points when using this type of facility is the great environmen-
tal savings as have been studied during the environmental impact point; with this sys-
tem, the amount of      that will not be emitted into the atmosphere will be          . 
During last years, the quality and efficiency of the equipment needed for this type of 
facility has increased significantly. However, its greatest handicap is still its high cost 
(        €  including both, elements and labor costs) what does that sometimes these 
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facilities are not profitable without subsidies. In this case, the facility without subsidies 
will be amortized in 13 years. 
Finally, as the technical building code mentions [14], it is necessary to set a balance 
between the system and the architecture of the buildings in order to avoid a visual im-
pact and to improve the facility placing the elements in the best location and avoiding 
shadow. This point is achieved by placing the installation in the roof of the building, 
where it does not produce any reflection or a shadow in nearby buildings. 
Therefore, in view of the results and as mentioned above, this kind of system has 
achieved an efficiency and cost that allow its use become popular in countries like Spain 
or Italy where the sun can provide the energy required. 
The awareness of society on environmental problems that cause traditional energies, as 
well as the potential shortage of such energy, make use of systems such as studied in 
this work one of the best alternatives for the near future. 
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APPENDIX A: RADIATION ON AN INCLINED SUR-
FACE 
Before calculating the incident solar radiation on a surface with some inclination and 
orientation, it is necessary to define some terms [FA.1][FA.2][FA.3][FA.4][9][10]: 
 
Figure A.0.1: Spatial location of different angles (I) 
- Azimuth angle (  ) is the angle between the horizontal component of direct solar 
radiation, with the North-South direction in the northern hemisphere. It is meas-
ured on the horizontal plane that passes through the place. 
- Zenith angle   ) is the angle between the direct solar radiation and the vertical 
plane, at any point on Earth. This angle varies continuously during the day and 
depends on the latitude of the place and declination. 
- Declination δ is the angular position of the sun at solar noon, the plane of the 
Earth Ecuador, the value of this angle is usually taken every day at solar noon 
due to the axis of rotation of the Earth is at an angle of 23 ° 45 ' with the axis of 
the plane that contains the orbit around the Sun and hence the value of the de-
cline varies between ±23 ° 45´ during the year. 
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- Hour angle τ is the angular displacement of the Sun, about noon, which is the 
moment when the sun is higher in the sky and corresponds to a minimum solar 
zenith angle. Each hour is equal to 15 ° longitude, taking the value (+) in the 
morning and (-) in the afternoon. 
 
Figure A.0.2: Spatial location of different angles (II) 
- The latitude λ is the angular displacement above or below the Ecuador, meas-
ured from the center of the Earth and taking the value (+) in the North hemis-
phere. 
- The longitude L is the angle between the plane that passes through the poles in 
any place of the Earth's surface and the plane that passes through Greenwich me-
ridian. The longitude and latitude are the coordinates that locate any point on 
Earth's surface. 
- -Another angle that must be taken into account is the angle between the ground 
and the horizontal of the place. This angle is called ψ, and is the zenith angle of 
the surface and, therefore, the angle between the normal to the surface directly 
above the site. 
Below are a series of trigonometric relationships between these angles to facilitate 
subsequent calculations[FA.3]. 
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Figure A-3: Spatial location of different angles (III) 
                                                           
                                                            
                                                   
        
                   
    
                     
Firstly, on a horizontal surface [FA.4], the direction of the direct radiation (I0) is at an-
gle  s to the vertical and its projection over the vertical is I0(h). The normal of the in-
clined surface is at angle    to the horizontal plane and the projection of I0 over the 
normal to the surface is IN. Usually, it is assumed that in the Northern hemisphere the 
surface is oriented to the south to maximize the use of solar radiation. 
 
Figure A-4: Spatial location of different angles (IV) 
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The relationship  
 
 between the radiation on the inclined surface IN and the radiation on 
the horizontal surface I0(h) is: 
 
 
 
  
     
 
       
     
 
                                 
                       
                                  
-   is the declination or angular position of the sun at solar noon compared to the 
equatorial plane.  
-   is the latitude of the place 
-   is the hour angle. 
On the other hand, when the diffuse component of solar radiation is spread uniformly 
across the sky (uniform cloudiness), this component on an inclined surface will depend 
on the part of sky seen from this surface [FA.5]. It is assumed that the ground and other 
surfaces reflect the solar radiation, so they are a new radiation source and they are 
equivalent to the sky and the inclined surface will receive the same diffuse radiation 
without depending on its orientation; the correction factor of diffuse radiation is always 
unity. 
 
Figure A-5: Direct solar radiation on horizontal and inclined surfaces 
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In these conditions, the diffuse radiation received on an inclined surface with an angle 
   and the sky with uniform cloudiness can be represented by a horizontal plane A1 that 
radiates diffusely on    oblique plane that contain the surface A2 Origin (O) and axis (x, 
y) will be chosen on the plane A1. This plane can be divided into uniform rectangular 
bands with a width dx and the influence that each band does on a horizontal portion of 
the surface A2 that is at a distance (a) from the plane A1. The band considered is 
decomposed into infinitesimal strips of width dy, if the strip in B has an area of dA1 and 
the distance from B to A is r (BA = r), then the diffused radiation that reaches A2 from 
dA1 is: 
              
                
  
  
     
        
         
  
               
     
          
And the diffuse radiation from the band dx to A2: 
             
           
     
    
     
 
 
   
    
     
   
        
           
 
 
  
 
  
 
   
  
              
Then it is assumed that O and A are not in the same vertical and the diffused radiation 
from dx to A2 is:  
            
   
  
                  
And if the plane is inclined at an angle A2   : 
            
   
  
               
       
           
 = 
   
 
                         
              
   
 
           
 
 
   
 
 
    
   
 
 (1+cos  )         [A.11] 
It is the diffused radiation from the sky to a inclined surface at an angle    [FA.6]. 
If      (horizontal surface), the diffuse radiation from the sky to the surface A2 will 
be:  
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Figure A-6: Model to determine the total, diffuse and albedo radiation 
So, a horizontal surface jus receive the radiation from “half” sky. 
In practice the diffuse radiation on a horizontal plane can be consider as the third of the 
direct radiation on the same plane. 
Using considerations similar to those of the diffuse radiation can be assumed that the 
plane A2 also pick the radiation reflected by the ground due to the inclined surface sees 
a portion of it or its surroundings. If the reflection coefficient for diffuse radiation in the 
environment is ρ, the radiation reflected by the ground on the inclined surface, from the 
total solar radiation, is the (I0 + Idiffused)h, multiplied by the ground´s albedo [TA.1] that 
is is the fraction of incident energy diffused by a luminous body. 
                      
       
 
              
- 
       
 
 is the albedo 
Table A.0.1: Albedo values 
Surface Albedo Surface Albedo 
Black 0 Clean ground 0.15-0.25 
New snow 0.9 Meadow 0.25-0.75 
Old snow 0.6 Grass 0.26 
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Surface Albedo Surface Albedo 
Ground with snow 0.7 
Ground with 
leaves 
0.3 
Ground without 
snow 
0.2 Sea 
0.05 (summer) 
0.1 (winter) 
Wet ground 0.17 Sand 0.4 
 
The diffuse component with the two effects is: 
            
       
 
           
       
 
             
So the total radiation on an inclined surface including the albedo is: 
                             
  
 
             
       
 
           
       
 
            
The effective factor of solar energy in the surface inclined from the horizontal total is: 
 
  
 
     
       
 
 
 
       
       
       
 
 
       
 
              
So the greater                                     
None of these approaches is very satisfactory; a solar collector provides the largest 
fraction of its total energy input during periods of great radiation time, so it is valid 
when working with collectors operating at high temperatures; but not, normally, during 
long periods of cloudiness. Diffuse reflected radiation diffuses into the atmosphere and 
it rediffused it partially to the ground; for a medium cloudiness, the rediffusion is 
around 10% and the total radiation increases in the same way. 
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APPENDIX B: CALCULATION OF THE SYSTEM 
WITH LOSSES DUE TO WIND 
There are two types of losses to be considered in the solar energy system: forced con-
vection losses due to wind on the items located on the roof (collectors and pipes) and 
natural convection losses in the section from the roof to the room where the accumulator 
will be located, but these losses will be negligible [9][3]. 
As in previous calculations, the calculations to know the unknown values will be done 
solving a equations system of 9 equations with 9 unknown values, and they will be cal-
culated both monthly and yearly. 
The collection area and the heat exchanger fluid in the primary circuit and the water 
fluid in the secondary will be the calculated in the previous point. 
                    
           
  
 
           
 
LOSSES IN THE COLLECTOR 
Before calculating the losses in the collector due to the wind, it is necessary to know its 
velocity [TB.1][21]. 
Table B.0.1: Wind velocity 
 Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun 
        2.56 3.91 4.67 3.54 3.72 3.32 
 Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 
        3.18 3.78 2.52 2 2 1.99 
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And the annual average velocity is: 
             
 
 
           
The total thermal resistance produced by the collector due to wind will be calculated by 
an equivalent thermal diagram, showing all the resistances of conduction and convec-
tion resulting in the transfer of heat produced. 
Thermal contact resistances have been neglected, for simplicity in calculations, and be-
cause their value is very small and can be neglected without altering any numerical re-
sult. Here [FB.1], there is a scheme of the section of a solar panel and successive ther-
mal resistances that are consider: 
 
Figure B.0.1: Section of a solar collector 
There are 6 thermal resistances from inside the pipe to the ambient [FB.2]: 
 
Figure B.0.2: Thermal resistances (I) 
-     is the heat that the fluid within the coil loses for the environment. 
-          
 
      
 is the convection thermal resistance inside the coil. 
-       
  
  
  
              
 is the pipe thermal resistance. 
-    
   
      
  is the paint thermal resistance. 
-      
  
        
 is the thermal resistance in the space between the absorbers and 
the cover. 
-    
    
       
 is the cover thermal resistance. 
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-    
 
     
 is the convection thermal resistance on the panel surface. 
-     is the ambient temperature. 
-    is the average temperature within the coil. 
 
Convection within the coil. 
Firstly, the Reynolds number of the fluid flowing inside the coil is going to be calcu-
lated to determine the flow regime in order to choose the most appropriate calculation 
method [4]: 
   
    
 
          
-   is the fluid velocity. 
-    is the internal diameter (        ). 
-   is the air cinematic viscosity (           
  
 
). 
When calculating the fluid velocity, it is necessary to take into account the parallel con-
nection of the pipes, so the flow through each is determined by dividing the total flow 
by the number of collectors. 
  
  
  
                    
  ρ
 
   
             
       
 
 
            
Before proceeding, it is necessary to check whether the flow on the absorber tubes is 
laminar or turbulent, which is defined by the Reynolds number: 
                                 
                                 
After calculating the velocity and  , the Reynolds number is: 
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In addition the laminar flow, the flux is totally developed, so the following correlation, 
assuming a constant flow, can be applied: 
        
     
  
           
 
    
            
-    is the thermal conductivity of the heat exchange fluid (      
 
   
). 
 
Convection on the panel 
The convection coefficient on the panels is going to be calculated as a parallel flow over 
flat plate, for which, all the collectors are going to be considered as a single surface. 
As previously, before proceeding, it is necessary to check whether the flow on the pa-
nels is laminar or turbulent, which is defined by the Reynolds number [4]: 
                                    
                                      
   
              
     
              
-        is the air density (           
  
  
). 
-       is the average wind velocity (3.1 m/s). 
-    is the collector characteristic length (                   ). 
-       is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid (             
       ). 
   
              
     
                    
So,          and the flux will be turbulent in any point L in the collectors surface. 
It happens when          or when Reynolds number is critical. 
           
              
     
   
                
           
                   
As the laminar flow is approximately in the 50% of the flow on the collectors, it cannot 
be neglected and therefore, the relationship between laminar heat transfer and Colburn 
analogy for turbulent flow will be applied: 
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- Pr is the Prandtl number. 
   
            
     
            
-       is the air thermal conductivity and whose value is estimated in (      
      
 
   
). 
-        is the wind specific heat (           
 
    
). 
And Prandtl number and Reynolds number must be: 
                          
                       
                 
So, Nusselt number will be: 
                   
   
     
     
    
        
  
      
 
    
             
 
Conductance or heat transfer global coefficient. 
The global heat transfer coefficient shows the lost power per square meter and degree 
Celsius of difference that exist between the fluid inside the coil temperature and the 
environment [4]. Equivalent resistance is the sum of each thermal resistance which in-
fluences the heat transfer from the fluid to the outside of the solar collector. 
                                            ] 
-          is the convection resistance inside the pipe. 
-       is the pipe thermal resistance. 
-    is the paint thermal resistance 
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-    is the thermal resistance in the space between the absorbers and the cover. 
-      is the cover thermal resistance. 
-    is the convection thermal resistance on the panel surface. 
When considering the thermal resistances, the area of each element has been included in 
its definition; so, the equivalent resistance of the collector is the product of global heat 
transfer coefficient and the collector area. 
    
 
   
            
So, firstly, the value of each resistance will be calculated, then the value of equivalent 
resistance and finally, the global heat transfer coefficient. For this purpose, the follow-
ing data will be needed: 
-       is the total length of all the pipes (                 ). 
-    is the total collection area (                 
 ). 
-     is the internal area of the pipes (                        
   
           ). 
-    is the paint thickness (          ). 
-    is the thickness of the space between the absorbers and the cover (   
     ). 
-      is the cover thickness (         ). 
-     is the copper thermal conductivity (        
 
   
). 
-      is the cover thermal conductivity (         
 
   
). 
And the resistance of each element will be [TB.2]:  
- Convection resistance inside the pipe: 
         
 
      
         
 
 
             
 
- The pipe thermal resistance will be: 
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- The paint thermal resistance will be: 
   
   
      
         
 
 
            
- The thermal resistance in the space between the absorbers and the cover will be: 
    
  
        
       
 
 
             
- The cover thermal resistance will be: 
     
    
       
          
 
 
             
- The convection thermal resistance on the panel surface will be: 
    
 
     
        
  
 
            
Table B.0.2: Thermal resistances (K /W) 
                             
                                           0.004 
 
So, the global equivalent resistance will be: 
          
 
 
            
And the insulation provided by each element over the total insulation will be [TB.3]: 
Table B.0.3: Insulation provided by each element over the total insulation 
        
   
 
     
   
 
  
   
 
  
   
 
    
   
 
  
   
 
0.0128 0.0000019 0.000000681 0.88 0.007 0.1 
 
There is a big thermal resistance to the external convection but the greater insulation 
element is the air space between the cover and the collector plate. 
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And finally, with all the thermal resistances, the global heat transfer coefficient can be 
calculated: 
    
 
   
 
 
      
       
 
 
           
All these values are taken in to account just the average data for a year but when calcu-
lating the monthly solar fraction it will be also necessary the monthly data. 
 
LOSSES IN PIPELINES. 
A pipe is a tube formed by tubes which allow the passage of liquids or gases. Pipes are 
the fundamental element of the installation of the water. The installation or distribution 
of water is just a group of piping connections with fitting elements. Pipes can be made 
from different materials, some of them are [9]: 
- Lead: they are not used anymore but they are quite soft and they can be easily 
cut with hacksaws. 
- Iron: they have replaced lead pipes, especially in hot water systems. They are 
quite hard and therefore difficult to handle but they can also cut with hacksaws. 
- Copper: this is the most common material used today. They are strong and mal-
leable. Can be cut with fine tooth saw or short-copper. These pipes must be sur-
rounded by an insulating material to prevent corrosion and damage from the 
plaster or cement. 
- Plastic: there are PVC with are different sizes and with many accessories and 
threads. It is relatively easy to cut them with saws. 
The most proper material for the pipes of this installation will be copper, because com-
paring with iron, lead or PVC pipes, lead pipes do not suffer impairment, and they have 
a great resistance against heat, pressure and oxidation. 
The height of the building from the basement, where the heater room, heat exchanger 
and accumulators will be installed, to the roof is 51 meters (2 basement floors of 4 me-
ters each one, an entrance roof of 4 meters and 13 regular floors of 3 meter each one).  
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The pipes will be surrounded by a thermal insulator that is a material used in construc-
tion characterized by high thermal resistance. It establishes a barrier to the heat transfer 
between two different materials that are at different temperatures [13] [4]. 
Due to their low thermal conductivity and low radiation absorption coefficient, air and 
some other gases are the materials most resistant to heat transmission. However, on the 
airs chambers there is a convection phenomena that increases heat transfer capability; 
for this reason, fibrous or porous materials are used as thermal insulation. They are ca-
pable to restrain the air confined within the stagnant cells. Combined solid materials and 
gases are typically used as insulation, some of them are fiberglass, glass wool, expanded 
glass, expanded polystyrene, polyurethane foam, polyethylene foam, cork agglomerates, 
etc. In most cases the locked gas is air. 
For this installation, the most proper insulation will be polyethylene foam, because, al-
though its thermal efficiency is medium, it is water-resistant, easy to install and eco-
nomic. It has a conductivity thermal coefficient between 0.035 and 0.045
 
   
. The cho-
sen insulation for this system will be an insulation of 6 mm thickness and a conductivity 
thermal coefficient of 0.037 
 
   
 manufactured by Salvador Escoda [TB.4]. 
Table B.0.4: Insulation 
Insulation 
Manufacturer Salvador Escoda 
Model K-Flex ST 
Thickness 6 mm 
Conductivity thermal coefficient 0.037 
 
   
 
Length Pipes length 
 
When calculating the pipe losses, firstly, it must be differentiated the losses on the pipes 
depending on where they are located:  
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- For the pipes that are outside the building, it must be taken into account the wind 
speed, which means the generation of forced convection. 
- For pipes that are inside the building, where there is no wind, the losses are cal-
culated depending on the natural convection due to air that is around them, these 
losses are really small and therefore, they are negligible. 
In this building, there is a preinstalled hollow from the basement to the roof for the in-
stallation of the water pipes; it can be also used for the pipes of the primary circuit. 
Therefore, it will be just consider the losses of the pipes located in the roof. These pipes 
are 40 meters long and as the hollow is in the middle of the building and the collectors 
will be located in a symmetric disposition, the pipes will be also installed symmetric. 
And the total length of the pipes made from copper will be 142 m and its conductivity 
thermal coefficient will be 401 
 
   
. 
Finally, before calculating the losses, it is necessary to calculate the diameter of the 
pipes that will be determinate by the flow of each collector and the number of collec-
tors. 
   
   
   
           
-  is the total flow through the primary circuit (
 
 
). 
                           
-   is the area of each collector (        ). 
-   is the number of collectors ( = 14). 
-            is the flow through one collector (          =  
 
   
). 
-   is the velocity of the fluid within the collector. 
                        
 
 
           
  
 
          
According to legislation, the velocity should between 0.5 and 2 
 
 
; the velocity supposed 
for the calculation in this installation will be 1 
 
 
. 
Therefore, the diameter will be: 
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An according to Spanish regulation UNE-EN 1057 (standard sizes for pipes), the out-
side diameter is 22 mm and the inside diameter is 20 mm; so, thickness will be 1 mm. 
The chosen model will be the standard a rigid copper pipe 1 1 / 2 " model [TB.5].  
Table B.0.5: Pipes 
Pipes 
Internal diameter 20 mm 
External diameter 22 mm 
Thickness 1 mm 
Conductivity thermal coefficient 401 
 
   
 
Length Pipes length 
 
From inside the pipe to the thermal environment, there are 4 resistances whose outline is 
as follows [FB.3]: 
 
Figure B-0.3 : Thermal resistances (II) 
-     is the heat lost by the fluid from inside the pipe to the environment. 
-          
 
      
 is the convection thermal resistance inside the pipe. 
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-       
  
  
  
             
 is the copper pipes thermal resistance. 
-             
  
           
  
                     
 is the insulation thermal resistance for conduction 
transmission. 
-    
 
     
 is the convection thermal resistance from the insulation to the envi-
ronment. 
When calculating the losses of the pipes exposed to the wind, it is important also to 
make a distinction depending on the temperature of the water that flows through it. 
However, the length of both pipes will be the same: 
-                
-               
Therefore, the fluid properties have changed because they are not at the same tempera-
ture inside the cold and hot water pipes [TB.6]. 
Table B.0.6: Properties of the fluid inside the cold and hot water temperature 
Pipes 
Heat exchanger fluid: Propylene Glycol 
μ(
  
   
) υ(
  
 
  ρ(
  
  
) k(
 
   
) Pr Cp(
  
    
) 
Cold                                              
Hot                                              
 
Convection inside the pipes 
As was made for collectors, firstly, it is necessary to calculate the Reynolds number of 
the fluid flowing inside the pipe to determine the flow regime in which the fluid is in 
order to choose the most appropriate calculation method most appropriate: 
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-   is the fluid velocity. 
      
    
       
       
 
 
          
      
    
       
       
 
 
          
-    is the internal diameter (       ). 
-    is the air cinematic viscosity (
  
 
). 
           
   
  
 
          
           
   
  
 
          
So, Reynolds numbers will be: 
    
          
          
                                       
 
    
          
          
                                         
Moreover, the turbulent flow is totally developed, so the Dittus-Boelter equation can be 
applied. It defines the Nusselt number in pipes based on Prandtl and Reynolds numbers. 
                               
And the values must be in the following ranges: 
 
 
              
                         
                       
And the convection coefficient is calculated by the following formula: 
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And the convection coefficient will be: 
   
     
  
    
     
  
           
           
 
    
             
          
 
    
                
 
Convection outside the insulation 
As previously, before proceeding, it is necessary to check whether the flow on the pa-
nels is laminar or turbulent, which is defined by the Reynolds number: 
                                  
                                   
   
              
     
             
-        is the air density (           
  
  
). 
-       is the average wind velocity (3.1 m/s). 
-    is the characteristic length (                                    
              ). 
-       is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid (             
       ). 
           
              
     
                     
So,          and the flux will be laminar. And the Nusselt number will be: 
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- Pr is the Prandtl number. 
   
            
     
           
-       is the air thermal conductivity and whose value is estimated in (      
      
 
  
). 
-        is the wind specific heat (           
 
    
). 
                  
So, Nusselt number will be: 
                                                
   
     
     
    
        
  
             
              
 
   
             
 
Conductance or heat transfer global coefficient. 
Equivalent resistance is the sum of each thermal resistance which influences the heat 
transfer from the fluid to the outside of the solar collector. 
                                             
-          is the convection resistance inside the pipe. 
-       is the pipe thermal resistance. 
-            is the insulation thermal resistance. 
-    is the convection thermal resistance on the external insulation pipe. 
When considering the thermal resistances, the area of each element has been included in 
its definition; so, the equivalent resistance of the collector is the product of global heat 
transfer coefficient and the collector area. 
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So, firstly, the value of each resistance will be calculated, then the value of equivalent 
resistance and finally, the global heat transfer coefficient. For this purpose, the follow-
ing data will be needed: 
-    is the total length of the cold water pipes (       ). 
-    is the total length of the cold water pipes (       ). 
-    is the area of the cold water pipes (                   
 ). 
-    is the area of the hot water pipes (                   
 ). 
-             is the area of the insulation cover (                          
                                   
 ). 
-     is the copper thermal conductivity (        
 
  
). 
-             is the cover thermal conductivity (                  
 
   
). 
And the resistance of each element will be: 
- Convection resistance inside the pipe: 
         
 
     
            
- The pipe thermal resistance will be: 
      
  
  
  
          
            
- The insulation thermal resistance will be: 
            
  
           
  
                  
            
 
- The convection thermal resistance on the external insulation pipe will be: 
    
 
              
            
So, the resistances in the cold water pipe will be [TB.7]: 
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And the resistances in the hot water pipe will be [TB.7]: 
                 
  
 
 
              
              
  
 
 
              
                    
 
 
              
          
 
 
             
Table B.0.7: Thermal resistances (K /W) 
Pipe                               
Cold water                                
Hot water                                
 
So, the global equivalent resistance will be: 
                           
 
 
              
                          
 
 
              
And finally, with all the thermal resistances, the global heat transfer coefficient can be 
calculated: 
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All these values are taken in to account just the average data for a year but when calcu-
lating the monthly solar fraction it will be also necessary the monthly data. 
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APPENDIX C: LIST OF ELEMENTS 
Table C.1: List of elements 
Element Manufacturer Model Units 
Refer-
ence 
 
Solar collector Salvador Es-
coda S.A. 
SOL 2800 
selective 
14 [23][24] 
 
Bracket Salvador Es-
coda S.A. 
SOL 2800 14 [23][24] 
 
Expansion tank Zilmet 
Solar Plus 
50 
1 [26] 
 
Pump Grundfos Solar 15-65 2 [25] 
 
Pipes  
Copper pipe 
1 1 / 2 " 
142 m  
 
Insulation 
Salvador 
Escoda S.A 
K-Flex ST 142 m [23] 
 
Heat exchanger 
fluid 
Sonnerkraft  
 
Propylene 
glycol 
(39.5%) 
40 l [2][30]  
Heat exchanger Alfa Laval M3-FM 1 [27] 
 
Accumulator Acro ISO 
PS Series 
2500 
1 [28] 
 
Accumulator Acro ISO 
PS Series 
500 
1 [28] 
Boiler Junkers ZW420 1 [29] 
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APPENDIX D: BUILDING FLOOR PLANS 
Below, there are the plans of one of the floors of the the building and a roof overview, 
that is where the facility will be installed. 
 
Figure D.1: Roof overview 
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Figure D.2: Floor overview 
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